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This thesis will examine the works of Mikhail Afanasevich Bulgakov with special reference to *Belaja gvardiia*, *Beg*, and *Master i Margarita*. It shall be shown that Russian Orthodox Doctrine can provide a cohesive whole for his works, uniting them on a 'spiritual' level. At first an assessment will be made of the extent to which Bulgakov was a believing Christian, then the following examination of his works will be divided into the Divine and the Human, beginning with an examination of the Devil. The nature of Christ and God will then be considered and be shown to correspond on many levels with the tenets of Doctrine. In the second half, man and his relationship to God will be discussed, showing that the mortal condition of man and his attempts to come close to God are of importance to Bulgakov. Finally, his portrayal of man's progression through judgement to the attainment of Salvation will be considered, showing that, despite some deviations, Bulgakov's artistic ideas are founded in Doctrine.
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ABBREVIATIONS

As a complete Collected Works was not available at the time of writing the following editions have been used. Works and the page number are referred to in the text in brackets.

MiM Mikhail Bulgakov, 'Master i Margarita' in Romany (Sovremennik, Moskva, 1988).

Bg Mikhail Bulgakov, 'Belaia gvardiia' in Romany (Sovremennik, Moskva, 1988).

Beg Mikhail Bulgakov, 'Beg' in Pesy (Sovetskii pisatel', Moskva, 1987).

NOTE

In quotations in Russian taken from Soviet editions I have followed the text and retained a small 6 for Bor.
1. PREFACE

As has been well established since the publication in 1968 of Master i Margarita in the journal Moskva, Mikhail Afanas’evich Bulgakov is one of the most eloquent and popular Russian writers of the twentieth century. Despite languishing for over 25 years in an unavoidable silence, his novel and plays have received and are receiving the critical attention they deserve in both academic study and in the popular Russian and international press. This obvious universal appeal has prompted investigations into Bulgakov’s life which have resulted in the publication of several significant biographies not only in the Russian language.

In the critical literature about Bulgakov and his literary creations many articles have examined his works from a variety of angles, such as possible sources that Bulgakov may have drawn on for his works (for example, Classical literature, Russian literature, scientific publications), philosophical approaches such as existentialism, and structural analyses concerned with narrative technique. This quest to align Bulgakov with schools of thought has not only applied to philosophical considerations but to literary theoretical inquiries (Fairy-Tale, Bakhtin’s concept of Carnivalisation, Menippean Satire, the Fantastic, Modernism and Magical Realism).

---

3 E. Proffer in Bulgakov: Life and Work (Ardis, Ann Arbor, 1984), p. 531, mentions this but also notes its limitations.
6 For example, A.B. Chanady, Magic Realism and the Fantastic (London, 1985).
As an alternative approach I intend to examine Bulgakov's works from the basis of Russian Orthodox Christianity as it is a system of beliefs about man and the universe with which Bulgakov would have been acquainted from his upbringing at home, from school and from personal interest. Russian Orthodoxy was a corner-stone of the Russian cultural life which Bulgakov, as we shall see, deeply cherished. Although many commentators have noted the significance that religious ideas play in Bulgakov's characters and their environment they are rarely compared with Doctrine. I intend to do so in order to assess the extent of Bulgakov's creative imagination (how far he strays from the 'given' laws and truths of Doctrine and how far he applies them in his work) and the relationship this may have had to his own personal and artistic integrity.

In the following chapters I intend to try to find some sort of a cohesive whole, uniting Bulgakov's works on a 'spiritual' level, by examining his oeuvre in comparison with religious, namely Christian Russian Orthodox, doctrine. The importance of Christianity within Bulgakov's works is undeniable and has been most deeply examined by commentators with regard to Master i Margarita. It is my intention however to pay special attention to three works: the novel Belaia gvardiia, the play Beg and the final novel Master i Margarita. The novels are not only of spiritual significance but span Bulgakov's creative development, being finished (it is difficult to use the word "published" in reference to his works) in 1925 and 1940 respectively, thus marking the beginning and end of his literary career. Bulgakov was also a prolific playwright and it is for this reason and for the play's unrelenting examination of the human soul that I have chosen to study Beg.
Before commencing my study of Bulgakov's works I shall first pause to assess to what extent Bulgakov was a believing Christian and how far this could have influenced his work, based on diaries and letters, contemporary accounts and significant books in his library. I shall then, in order to make as comprehensive an investigation as possible, compare and contrast Bulgakov's works in relation to some of the most important aspects of religious doctrine. Because Christianity is concerned with the relationship between the human and the divine I shall divide my work between these two principles, beginning my study of the Divine in reverse, as it were, with a consideration of the Devil. Because the Devil is more than a figure of religion for Bulgakov I shall also review his literary and traditional aspects as well as his theological significance. I shall turn my attention next to the nature and teaching of Christ, assessing questions of divinity, heresy, sources and the significance of his teaching as given in Master i Margarita. I shall then proceed to examine the nature of God, especially Bulgakov's understanding of His Love and His Omnipotence. In the second half of my thesis I shall concern myself with Man and his relationship to God. I shall look at Bulgakov's thoughts on mortality and its close links with sin and disease. I shall then concentrate on man's attempts to overcome sin and death and to come closer to God through the Sacraments. Finally I shall examine Bulgakov's expression of the progression to Forgiveness and Salvation within his works, considering also his notions of Judgment and Damnation, Hell and Heaven. Whilst undertaking this I shall also discuss critical opinion, biographical detail and sources where necessary.
2. FAITH  
(by way of an Introduction)

An understanding of Bulgakov’s personal faith is important when approaching his works. There is no denying the influence of Christian thought in his novels and so the question of the extent to which Bulgakov was a believer is very important, not only for obtaining a balanced view on his more ‘religious’ passages, but also for understanding his characters and the times in which they live. Understanding the characters also allows the reader to grasp something of Bulgakov’s insight into life itself.

Critics have, since the beginning of Bulgakov study in earnest in the late 1960s, held widely differing views about the author’s personal attitude towards religion, his use of religion in his works, what his aims were in using religious material and to what extent he was prepared to break out of religious constraints. They have been hampered in achieving a definitive interpretation of his work by the fact that Bukgakov draws on so many different philosophies and ideas, works of both art and science, fantasy, fact and biography. Until recently, much Bulgakov material, such as the drafts of his works, his diary and the transcripts of his OGPU interview were unavailable. This forced scholars to rely on what they could surmise from his works, what was said about him by other people and other secondary evidence.

Much as the emergence of this material has been made possible by changing political attitudes, so criticism has also known political influence, although nothing like on such a scale as when Bulgakov was still alive.¹ I. Vinogradov and L. Skorino were keen to gloss over the religious aspects of Master i Margarita in their pioneering 1968

¹ For an interesting article on criticism when Bulgakov was working see N. Groznova’s article ‘M. Bulgakov i kritika ego vremeni’ in Tvorchestvo Mikhaila Bulgakova (Nauka, St. Petersburg, 1994), pp. 5 - 33.
criticism. V. Lakshin in a 1968 article went so far as to say that in the novel Bulgakov was looking forward to the new Socialist morality of the 1960s. Even L. Ianovskaia in her Tvorcheskii put' was keen to place Bulgakov near scenes of revolutionary significance during his Kiev years. As more information about Bulgakov the man began to appear, a more balanced view of his work emerged. This was helped a great deal by the appearance of M. Chudakova's Zhizneopisanie Mikhaila Bulgakova in 1988. This comprehensive study of Bulgakov's life is still a seminal work. Nevertheless, the view of Bulgakov as an artist tending towards a rejection of religion persisted into the early 1980s with articles such as A. Chedrova's Khristsianskie aspekty which understands him as abandoning Orthodox beliefs. Ellendea Proffer in her biography bases her opinion of Bulgakov's beliefs on her interpretation of his works. She implies that Bulgakov agrees with Berlioz in Master i Margarita about theological issues, although she does admit that he believes in some kind of God. She seems to see him as an arch-heretic, vaguely Christian but actively challenging Orthodox convention, an opinion shared by D.B. Pruitt in his article St. John and Bulgakov. A. Barratt in Between Two Worlds calls Bulgakov "a religious iconoclast of no mean order" and later says that he was as keen to insult the Church as atheists. T.R.N. Edwards in Three Russian Writers and the Irrational considers that Bulgakov is "constantly applying pressure to

---

5 A. Chedrova, 'Khristsianskie aspekty romana Mikhaila Bulgakova Master i Margarita', (Grani 134, 1984), pp. 199 - 211.
the most cherished beliefs, not to destroy them but to test them”.

J.A.E. Curtis, however, finds that Bulgakov wanted to reject the Gospels, a radical step for a man brought up in the Orthodox faith. A similar line to this is taken by Laura Weeks in her recent post-Chudakova book where she says: “Bulgakov effectively calls into question the Christian worldview.”

A softer approach has been taken by a number of critics. These include Anatolii Smelianskii who views Bulgakov as having faith in “the natural order” and seeking only the truths in this. A. Colin Wright equates the Turbin family’s “quiet yet enduring” faith found in Belaia gvardiia with Bulgakov’s own. A few critics, however, maintain that Bulgakov saw things in an Orthodox light. E.E. Ericson jnr, far from minimalising his religious faith, finds him working well within Orthodox tradition, suggesting that Bulgakov may have been influenced by the thought of Sergei Bulgakov. Ericson even finds Woland in Master i Margarita to be the Satan of Russian Orthodox theology.

Bulgakov’s religious family background has been well documented by Chudakova, Proffer, Milne and Ianovskaia and there is no denying that with this came many Christian influences. Both his grandfathers were priests. His maternal grandfather, Mikhail Vasilevich Pokrovskii, was the son of an archdeacon. Pokrovskii himself was a protopriest. Bulgakov’s paternal grandfather, Ivan Avraamovich Bulgakov, was a village priest. His son, Afanasii Ivanovich, studied at the Orlov seminary and then at

---

the theological academy in Kiev. He became a lecturer in Ancient History in Kiev and then in History and Western Religions, publishing works including *Starokatolicheskoe i khristiansko-katolicheskoe bogosluzhenie i ego otmoshenie k rimsko-katolicheskonomu bogosluzheniium i veroucheniu* (Kiev 1901) and *O zakonnosti i deistvitel'nosti anglikanskoi ierakhii s tochki zrenia pravoslavnoi tserkvi* (Kiev 1906). The Bulgakov family attended church and, according to E.B. Bukreev, Afanasii Ivanovich read the Gospels aloud to his children. Religion does not seem to have been forced onto the Bulgakov children and, according to Chudakova, Afanasii Ivanovich took part in a circle which debated church questions and reforms, showing that his religion was not just blind faith but both intellectual and open to debate. Mikhail, as far as we know, never made any mention of a stifling domestic religious atmosphere. On the contrary, home in his works is always something cherished and sacred and both parents are a source of love and inspiration. It is the residual warmth of a happy childhood which he conveys so well in *Belaia gvardiia*. Chudakova notes that Mikhail got top marks at school (1st Gymnasium) in 1909 in Catechism, the only subject in which he did, apart from Geography.

Many family friends had religious connections. Among these were the Gdeshinskii family who had two sons, Platon and Aleksandr Petrovich, attending the seminary. Ekzempliarskii, Professor of Moral Theology, played an increasing role in the Bulgakov family after Afanasii Ivanovitch died in 1907. Mikhail’s godfather, Petrov,

---

had an archaeological museum of religious artefacts from all over the world at the 1st Gymnasium where he taught\textsuperscript{20}. Whether, as Proffer has suggested, the religious paintings of Ge and Svedomskii, two alumni artists of the school, had any influence on the young Bulgakov, it is hard to say. Certainly Ge sought to show Jesus of Nazareth as a man, vulnerable and poor. Undoubtedly, though, the comings and goings of priests and lecturers in the relaxed religious atmosphere of the sociable Bulgakov household left a lasting impression on Bulgakov and influenced much of his work.

A change appears to have come over Bulgakov in Kiev as he grew older. As Chudakova testifies, Bulgakov, his family and his friends liked to enjoy themselves and something of the atmosphere of their evenings can be seen in \textit{Belaia gvardiia}. Whether this youthful hedonism or intellectual speculation temporarily alienated Bulgakov from his childhood faith, it is not certain. Katia Nikolaevna wrote to her sister Larissa Nikolaevna Gdeshinskaia 22 November 1971 that he was to blame for her brothers leaving the seminary:

"Саша говорил, что по светской дороге они пошли под влиянием Миши."\textsuperscript{21}

she wrote, reporting what her husband had told her. Bulgakov used to tease the Gdeshinskii brothers and is supposed to have "persuaded" them to leave. Another witness to Bulgakov’s reaction against the religious status quo can be found in his sister, Nadezhda Afanasievna’s diary from March 1910:

"засвидетельствован отход старшего брата от обрядов (он не хочет соблюдать пост перед Пасхой, не говеет) и его решение религиозных вопросов в пользу неверия"\textsuperscript{22}

\textsuperscript{20} Ellendea Proffer, p. 5.
\textsuperscript{21} M. Chudakova, \textit{Zhizneopisanie}, p. 38.
\textsuperscript{22} M. Chudakova, \textit{Zhizneopisanie}, p. 43.
At this time he was 19 years old. He was married at the age of 22 to Tatiana Nikolaevna Lappa in April 1913. By this time she had already had an abortion. They failed to keep the Easter Fast before the wedding, at the marriage Tatiana had no proper wedding dress or veil and the couple laughed throughout the ceremony. Chudakova's use of the reminiscences of E. B. Bukreev\(^\text{23}\) also show that Bulgakov's studies of such thinkers as Darwin and other scientific theories led him to question his faith. From Bulgakov himself, however, there does not seem to be any evidence as to his exact thoughts either through this period of his life or throughout the years of war and civil war which were to change the course of his career and have a lasting effect on his character. According to Chudakova he still attended Church after his wedding but such rituals as confession do not seem to have played much of a part in his life\(^\text{24}\).

At the age of 31, however, Bulgakov wrote in his diary 19th October 1923:

"Итак, будем надеяться на Бога и жить. Это единственный и лучший способ"\(^\text{25}\)

It seems that he could no longer afford the luxury of intellectual atheism. He had witnessed murder, the poverty of the provinces (as described in Zapiski iunogo vracha), and the cruelty of men; he had undergone illness, morphine addiction\(^\text{26}\) and the destruction of his entire way of life. From his diary we can see that his thoughts had once again turned to religious matters. His diary is illuminating in the extent to which he thought about religion between the years of 1922 and 1926. Considering the patchiness of his writing this is quite remarkable. For instance on 26 October 1923 he wrote:

\(^\text{23}\) M. Chudakova, Zhizneopisanie, p. 42.
\(^\text{24}\) M. Chudakova, Zhizneopisanie, p. 65 - 66.
\(^\text{25}\) M. Bulgakov, Pod piatoi (Biblioteka Ogonek, Pravda 39, Moskva, 1990), p. 16.
\(^\text{26}\) See Neizdannyi Bulgakov: Teksty i materialy pod redaktsiei Ellendea Proffer (Ardis, Ann Arbor, 1977), p. 18.
"Может быть, сильным и смелым он [Бог] не нужен, но таким, как я, жить с мыслью о нем легче. Нездоровье мое осложненное, затяжное. Весь я разбит. Оно может помешать мне работать, вот почему я боюсь его, вот почему я надеюсь на Бога."

God and art were closely bound in Bulgakov’s thought and the “conservative”, as he called himself on 30th September 1923 in his diary, was not one to ignore insults to the Christian faith in literature:

"Сегодня специально ходил в редакцию «Безбожника»...Был с М.С., и он очаровал меня с первых же шагов.
- Что, вам стекла не бьют? - спросил он у первой же барышни, сидящей за столом.
- То есть, как это? (растерянно).
- Нет, не бьют (зловеще).
- Жаль.
Хотел поцеловать его в его еврейский нос."

"Когда я проглядел у себя дома вечером номера «Безбожника» был потрясен. Соль не в кошенье, хотя оно, конечно, безмерно, если говорить о внешней стороне. Соль в идее: ее можно доказать документально - Иисуса Христа изображают в виде мошенника, именно его. Нетрудно понять, чья эта работа. Этому преступлению нет цены."

In this opinion he stood apart from the current literary establishment. These injured feelings were to be revived later in Master i Margarita and a written revenge taken.

Although art and religion are closely linked in Bulgakov’s mind he was ready to make concessions on overt religious content in order to ensure the success of his art.

In a sense, he was helpless to do otherwise. In Teatral’nyi roman he himself gives us a fictionalised version of the excisions made by the first editor of Belaia gvardiia to obviate the serialisation of the novel being forbidden by the censors; Smelianskii notes that Bulgakov agreed to changes rather than have his plays banned. The reworking and de-mythologising of Master i Margarita was probably also influenced

27 Pod piatoi, p. 12.
28 Pod piatoi, 5th December 1925, pp. 42-43
29 Smelianskii, p. 81.
in part by the awareness that a book openly containing “religious” material not shown in an unfavourable light had little or no hope of being published. He never felt passionately enough either to write or publish any works overtly and purely sympathetic to the Church. On 8 January 1924 he wrote in his diary:

“Что будет с Россией, знает один Бог. Пусть он ей поможет.”

It does not seem to be known if Bulgakov ever attended Church while it was still relatively acceptable to do so. Tatiana Nikolaevna, who remained married to Bulgakov till 1924 said that he never wore a cross. But when she asked him how he could write in Belaia gvardiia that a prayer saves Aleksei he retorted:

“Ты просто дура, ничего не понимаешь.”

In 1926 Bulgakov was arrested and a number of items taken away from his house including Sobach’e serdtse, his personal diaries and, as Grigory Faiman has discovered, a poem by Esenin called “Poslanie Evangeliistu Dem’ianu Bednomu”. Critics such as Andrew Barratt and N. Kuziakina have long suspected that Bednyi had an influence on Bulgakov’s writing in that Bednyi’s vitriolic poems against all religion spurred Bulgakov on to write in opposition to such attitudes. Bulgakov was aware of Bednyi, as can be seen in a diary entry (23 December, 1924), where he mentions how he was told about Bednyi’s address to a Red Army gathering. The editor of Velikii kantsler also points out the links between Bulgakov’s opinions and those of Esenin’s in Poslanie.

30 Pod piatoi, p. 21.
31 M. Chudakova, Zhizneopisanie, p. 297.
At his arrest Bulgakov said little to condemn himself, although he did express what must have already been known:

"Мой симпатии были вовсе на стороне белых, отступления которых я смотрел с ужасом и неодумлением."

According to the research of Grigorii Faiman in the KGB archives, the subject of the religious material of his works was brought up (and recorded by a GPU agent) at the first read-through of *Kabala sviatosh* on 3rd March 1930. Bulgakov denied that his play was anti-religious:

"Кто-то считал пьесу антирелигиозной (в ней отрицательно выведен парижский архиепископ), но Булгаков на соответствующий вопрос сказал, что пьеса не является антирелигиозной."

This was the play from which he was forced to remove certain props with religious connotations. Religion was not brought up as a subject for questioning.

After Bulgakov abandons his diary writing, access to his thoughts becomes again more difficult. Apart from ideas played out in his works, an opinion of Bulgakov’s faith or unbelief can only be gleaned from letters or at second hand. Occasionally there are expressions of religious feeling. In a letter to A. Gdeshinskii on 28 December 1939 it is again his illness that turns him to God:

"А больше всего да поможет нам всем БОГ!"

This is not to say that it was just fear of death that made him in some way “religious”. The testimony of those around him bears witness to a more fundamental, intellectual faith. Throughout his life various people were aware that religion was something that concerned Bulgakov as an artist. Laura Weeks notes that Markov, the head of MKhaT’s literary section “recalls that the writer told him during rehearsals of

---

35 Grigorii Faiman, ‘Lubianka i Mikhail Bulgakov’, *Russkaia mysl’* 4080, 1-7 June 1995, p. 11
36 *Russkaia mysl’* 4081, 8-14 June 1995, p. 11.
37 *Tvorchestvo Mikhaila Bulgakova*, p. 69
Dni Turbinykh (i.e. 1926) that he had long been tormented by the enigma of the New Testament tragedy. This torment would soon be transformed into the drafts of what would become Master i Margarita. Valentin Kataev, who for a while was Bulgakov’s friend but obviously not one who appreciated or understood him, wrote in Almaznii moi venets:

“Его моральный кодекс как бы безоговорочно включал в себе все заповеди Ветхого и Нового Заветов.”

One wonders whether Kataev had actually read the Commandments. Bulgakov’s two-fold adultery, for instance, was hardly in keeping with Biblical morality. Kataev also went on to claim somewhat spitefully that Bulgakov believed his work to be divinely inspired:

“Создавалось впечатление, что лишь одному ему открыты высшие истины не только искусства, но и вообще человеческой жизни...”

Surely not in the way Kataev implies, but Bulgakov, as one of the best Russian writers of the 20th century, was indeed intensely interested in the truth and had, through his art, divined something of these higher truths. Divine aid too had its place in his own mind, though again not in the arrogant fashion described by Kataev. Above the title of a 1931 draft of “Polet Volanda” in Master i Margarita he wrote:

“Помоги, Господи, кончиоь роман. 1931г.”

Elena Sergeevna’s diary reveals more about Bulgakov’s state of health than his religious concerns. It is apparent that the worse his illness became the more he feared death. The bitter-sweet ending of Master i Margarita suggests that faith is the strongest

38 Andrew Barratt, Between Two Worlds, p. 43
40 Valentin Kataev, p. 262.
hope for a dying man. This remained with him until the very end. It is known that Bulgakov’s dying words were addressed to God. When he died on 10 March 1940 he prayed:

“Forgive me, receive me”

It is clear that Bulgakov had a voracious appetite for all kinds of religious literature - pro and contra (even if he was enraged by the contra!). For example, he read the journal *Bezbozhnik* but he also collected copies of *Trudy Kievskoi Dukhovnoi Akademii*, which his father had contributed to. Much work has been done by various critics on trying to piece together Bulgakov’s personal library and the scope of his reading. Chudakova’s *Biblioteka Mikhaila Bulgakova i krug ego chteniia* and *Uslovie sushchestvovaniia* are two of the most comprehensive works, but Curtis, Proffer and Milne have also added to this pool of knowledge. Many of the books are, of course, “Classics” such as Dostoevskii, Tolstoi, Gogol, Hoffmann, Goethe and H.G.Wells, which would be normal reading for an educated man like Bulgakov. His constant companion was his Brockhaus and Efron dictionary but Chudakova notes that he also had a Church Slavonic dictionary. As reflects his interests, he also had many books on religious and philosophical subjects. In his works one can find references to the Bible and both Old and New Testament Apocrypha. According to Sergei Ermolinskii he had probably read the Talmud as well. His more recondite reading included Tacitus, Josephus Flavius, Philo and perhaps Kant. As Curtis has


documented, Bulgakov read *The Life of Jesus* by D.F. Strauss, A. Drew’s *The Myth About Jesus Christ* and E. Renan’s *Antichrist*. To these “Lives” Chudakova adds the Russian translations of *Zhizn’ Isusa Khrista* by F.W. Farrar and Renan’s *Zhizn’ Isusa*. Edward E. Ericson jr. in his 1974 article has suggested that Mikhail Bulgakov was also acquainted with the thought of Sergei Bulgakov the theologian. There is also the well-examined *Mnimosti v geometrii* by the priest-mathematician Pavel Florenskii, which contains a remarkable meditation on the treatment of space in Dante and in the “Explanation to the Cover” made for *Mnimosti* by V.E. Favorskii. It does not appear that Bulgakov read any of Florenskii’s religious works but there is evidence that he was acquainted with the thought of Lev Shestov from pre-revolutionary times and it is likely that he had some acquaintance with other Silver Age thinkers such as Berdiaev. Bulgakov also read various works concerning the Devil. Chudakova includes A.V. Chaianov’s *Venediktov*, M.A. Orlov’s *Istoria snoshenii cheloveka s diavolom* and Ilia Ehrenburg’s *Neobychainie pokhozhdenia Khulio Khurento i ego uchenikov*. One unlikely work which Bulgakov himself admitted gave him inspiration was Fenimore-Cooper’s *Last of the Mohicans*:

“Какое обаяние в этом старом сантиментальном Купере! Так Давид, который все время распевает псалмы, и навел меня на мысль о Боге.”

Once again for Bulgakov, literature points to faith and that faith is reflected back into literature. It is these reflections which I intend to follow up in the ensuing chapters and to examine in the light of Orthodox Christian theology.

---

50 *Biblioteka M. Bulgakova*, p. 272.
51 *Biblioteka M. Bulgakova*, p. 295.
52 *Biblioteka M. Bulgakova*, p. 268.
53 Pod Piatoi, (26 October 1923), p. 18.
2. THE DEVIL

The Devil in Christian terms is a very real presence and although there are no doctrines determining his nature the Bible, theologians and tradition throughout the ages have created a strong image of the Prince of Darkness. Doctrine states that nothing can be co-eternal with the Father, therefore the Devil must be a creature of God. Despite the trouble this has caused in the debate about Good and Evil, religious ideas concerning Satan's nature and his role in the world's affairs have tended to follow the New Testament Lead.

Throughout the New Testament runs the idea that Satan is under God's control despite his being the chief enemy of Jesus, opposed to the Kingdom of God and the salvation of man. He is known as the Ruler of this World, not in the sense that he has been given it in its entirety for his sole control, but in that he is the ruler of the world that is opposed to God's. The Devil's kingdom, which contains subordinate devils and demons, is located in Hell, and it is here also that the Devil maintains some autonomy. His power lies in his ability to turn men away from God and righteousness by means of lies and temptation. He is able to lead them away from goodness, if not actually force them from it but, according to Orthodox thought, his power is greatest in man's disbelief in him¹. This power is understood to be very threatening and it is essential for an appreciation of Christ's saving mission. The Devil is Jesus' adversary in His attempt to vanquish death, free the soul and unite men in the love of God. The Devil's role in the New Testament includes that of being the killer, the liar and the tempter. These

attributes are probably best seen in Jesus’ temptation in the wilderness, Matthew 4:1-11. To these can be added characteristics such as hatred, impurity, pride and cunning. J.B. Russel in his excellent book “The Devil” also reminds us of the Devil’s links with sorcery and the bringing of violence and death.

Bulgakov’s Woland is a composite figure of theology, literature and tradition. It is especially in the latter of these that the Devil, as a concept, has become a depository for man’s irrational and often primitive fears. Bulgakov does not stand alone in world literature when he gives human form to this paranoia. Gareth Williams has pointed out that Woland’s arrival is in accordance with one of the most popular traditions: speak of the Devil and he shall appear. Many of Bulgakov’s uses of traditional material form a visual picture of Woland which differs from Biblical accounts of the Devil appearing in, say, the form of an animal. That Ivan and Berlioz think that he is mad could be a recognition of New Testament portrayals where the Devil possesses men and causes madness. Woland is imposing, he appears as a human, his cigarette case is decorated with a diamond triangle, there is the heat of Hell about him and he is pleased to have found atheists. After this initial flurry however, physical description is slowly replaced by more philosophically important matters until at the end Woland is not even described. The flight scene, however, may have been based on Vrubel’s picture from a panel to Goethe’s Faust. One curious symbol which I feel is worth noting is Woland’s scarab worn before the Ball (MiM, p. 615). I.F. Belza has put forward the suggestion

---

4 There are also a host of other traditional events and symbols associated with the Devil, for example see Elizabeth Klosty-Beaujour’s ‘The Uses of Witches in Fedin and Bulgakov’ Slavic Review, No. 33 (1974), pp. 695 - 707. I shall restrict myself here to those more directly concerning Woland and his entourage.
that this is the ancient Egyptian symbol for resurrection and new life, fitting Woland (not without difficulty) into a cosmic system of rebirth. Another possibility, I feel, is that it is the symbol of the God of Ekron, Beelzebub (2 Kings 1:2), equated in Matthew 10:25 with Satan. This makes the scarab one of the evocative symbols which include the poodle, the triangle etc. which are in turn linked to the still unexplained symbolic whole of the novel.

By presenting Woland to the reader with traditional characteristics Bulgakov creates levels of ambiguity in the novel’s universe and challenges the reader’s assumptions about the Devil and the nature of evil itself. Woland shows the Master and Margarita (and through them the reader) that man’s traditions about the Devil are, to a certain extent, misinterpretations. Times and events that have been perceived as ‘evil’, such as black masses, darkness and sabbaths, are in fact an important part of the natural order in the world of the novel, containing much that is positive. The “black mass” at the end of Satan’s ball, for example, may involve the murder of Maigel, but his blood turns to wine and grapes grow in its place. This is why I say only ‘to a certain extent’, because always with Woland (and especially in the light of chapter 29 onwards) there is an undercurrent of menace and of a great, mysterious power. For the characters in Moscow, however, Woland’s identity should be clearer. For example, Woland gives Berlioz and Ivan all the clues they need to work out who he is, yet they fail to perceive the truth and recognise him.

---

One tradition that has grown up halfway between theology and superstition and particularly concerned Old Testament Apocrypha and the Church Fathers, is that Satan was cast out from heaven because of his pride. This is based on interpretations of Scripture, namely Isaiah 14: 12-13: “How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, Son of the Morning”, and Luke 10:18: “I watched Satan falling like lightning from heaven”, although Apocrypha also has its own reasons for the Fall from Heaven. There is a dichotomy in Master i Margarita between a sense of order with all the higher powers working together and the hints of punishment and Fall among the devils. In chapter 18 (MiM p. 572) Woland makes a possible joke about falling:

“Я люблю сидеть низко, - заговорил артист [Woland] - с низкого не так опасно падать”.

Although nothing is actually mentioned about any sin committed by Woland it is obvious from chapter 32 that the devils in his entourage are undergoing punishment and have fallen from a former grace. That Bulgakov may have differentiated between Woland and his suite can be found in a 1936 draft of the novel. When talking about Koroviev’s sin and punishment (the unfortunate joke and his continuing life as a joker) Woland says:

“Он неудачно однажды пошутил, - шепнул Воланд, - и вот осужден был на то, что при посещениях земли шутить, хотя ему и не так уж хочется этого. Впрочем, надеется на прощение. Я буду ходатайствовать”.

In the final version of the novel Woland talks about the sins of his entourage but not about himself. He does however display pride when talking to Matvei in chapter 29 and at the end of the novel the devils plunge into a dark abyss, perhaps that very place from

---

6 These include fornication with human women in the “Life of Adam and Eve” and a refusal to worship man after God has created him in “1 Enoch”. See Apocryphal Old Testament, edited by H.F.D. Sparks (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1984), pp. 149-150 and 188-190.

7 Velikii kantsler, p. 326.
whence the sinners arrive at the Ball and whose fiery caverns are felt beneath the surface (MiM, p. 633)

Despite the fact that Bulgakov claimed that Woland had no prototypes and that, indeed, Woland is a unique character in literature, bulgakovovedenie has unearthed references to other works of literature which Bulgakov seems to have drawn from in the creation of his Devil. Where Woland is concerned, the primary source seems to have been Goethe’s Faust. This connection was noticed early on in critical considerations of Master i Margarita not only from the theatrical text but also from the Faust operas of Gounod and Berlioz of which Bulgakov was known to have been very fond. A.C. Wright in his 1973 article found several points of contact between the two works which include the poodle (on Woland’s walking stick, but which in a 1928-29 draft of chapter 5 in the novel was a six foot poodle howling in pain in the psychiatric hospital grounds), Mephistopheles limp corresponding to Woland’s knee trouble and the mention of Wagner by Ivan whilst trying to recall Woland’s name, Wagner being Faust’s student. The name Woland itself, as Curtis points out, is taken from a single mention in Faust, line 4023: “Blatz! Junker Voland kommt”. Elizabeth Stenbock-Fermor notes that Mephistopheles changes into a hippopotamus (begemot, a possible influence for the eponymous cat), and sources Vitzli-Putzli (mentioned by Berlioz, page 209 of Zhizneopisanie, p. 462).

It would also seem that Bulgakov was influenced by art. Vrubel’s ‘Polet Fausta i Mefistofelia’ of 1896 immediately recalls the Master’s final flight.


J.A.E. Curtis, Bulgakov’s Last Decade, p. 169.

387) from the old Faust Puppet Plays and Variety Theatre tricks from the action in the
play *Faust* itself.

Critics have also concerned themselves with the epigraph to the novel which is of
course taken from Mephistopheles' self-description in *Faust, Part 1*. Scholarly opinion
has included approaches such as the notion that the epigraph deliberately mystifies in
order to prompt the reader to begin to ask questions before the novel is underway.
The reader should infer a cosmic harmony from the epigraph and conclude that Woland
really does "do forever good" or at least doubt his apparent evil. Another approach
would be to accept, as Edward E. Ericson Jnr. does, that Woland is an "old sophist"
and treat the epigraph as introductory Satanic misguidance. Like the Satan of Milton's
*Paradise Lost* (although scholarly research has yet to find any evidence that Bulgakov
was acquainted with Milton's works) Woland could also belong to a universe in which
he is the unwilling instrument of Grace. Milton's Satan encouraged the Fall of Adam,
but in doing so brought about the world's Redemption by Christ. Although Woland
does not gnash his teeth like Milton's Satan, his "evil" works mean nothing in
comparison with the Grace of God. Bulgakov's Woland, however, willingly obeys
Ieshua's commands and the problem seems to lie in the extent to which he actually wills
evil. A.C. Wright was not afraid to admit that Woland is deeply ambiguous. No one
has been able to clear up the age old problem of the nature of the Devil and evil without
creating a neat, but false picture of the universe and so it is not surprising that
Bulgakov was not able to do so. As it is the shady words of Mephistopheles form the

---

15 Andrew Barratt, 'Beyond Parody: the Goethe Connection' in *The Master and Margarita: a Critical Companion*, edited by Laura D. Weeks (Northwestern University Press, 1996), p. 120. This article also points out the differences between the works of Bulgakov and Goethe.
16 A.C. Wright, 'Satan in Moscow', p. 1163.
perfect introduction to the structure of the novel’s universe. If we are to understand Bulgakov’s world-view in its full complexity then perhaps we should not expect to fully understand the epigraph.

A possible influence on Bulgakov when he was creating Woland and constructing the universe of Master i Margarita was Aleksei Tolstoi’s Don Zhuan. In Sobach’e serdtse Professor Preobrazhenskii constantly sings the refrain “От Севильы до Гранады”, Don Juan’s serenade to Niseta in Part One of his work. In the Prologue Satan gives an account of his nature:

Могу сказать вам непритворно
Мое влиянье благотворно.
Без дела праведник, пожалуй бы, заснул.
Поверьте, для людей только полезны эти,
Как гальванизм полезен для больных,
И если б черта не было на свете,
То не было бы и святых.17

This and other verses in the Prologue echo Woland’s self-justification to Matvei in chapter 29 of Master i Margarita, although Tolstoi’s Satan is a much more cunning, proud and deceitful character than Woland.

Woland however was not the first Devil in Bulgakov’s works. The presence of a Satanic figure can be found in the works Diavoliada and the original five-hour epic theatrical version of Belaia gvardiia. These earlier works owe their Satanic influence to Gogol, E.T.A. Hoffmann and Dostoevskii’s The Double and Brothers Karamazov. Certainly in the play Belaia gvardiia the stifling, taunting devil is the stuff of both Aleksei Turbin’s and Ivan Karamazov’s nightmares.

“ - я к вам, Алексей Васильевич, с поклоном от Федора Михайловича Достоевского.”18

18 M. Bulgakov, P’esy 20-x godov, edited by A.A. Ninov, Act 2 scene 1 (Iskusstvo, Leningrad,
The reader is never really quite sure whether these devils are figments of the imagination or whether they have truly made themselves manifest. This toying with reality was also used in *Teatral’nyi roman* where Maksudov momentarily believes the editor, Rudolfi, is Mephistopheles. Bulgakov’s devils, as W.J. Leatherbarrow notes, are never based on the grand Romantic design of Byron and Lermontov. Other works he is known to have possessed in his library which involve the devil or diabolic possession include *Istoriia snoshenii cheloveka s diavolom* by M.A. Orlov, and *Neobychaimnye pokhozhdeniia Khulio Khurento i ego uchennikov* by I. Ehrenburg.

Thanks to the complex nature of Woland, scholars’ opinions have been varied regarding his place in the universe, the implications this has for the nature of evil and the way he wields his power in the world. Theories about Bulgakov’s positioning of Woland in his cosmic system have been put forward by such critics as A.C. Wright, Laura D. Weeks, I.L. Galinskaia, Gareth Williams, I.F. Belza and Andrew Barratt.

The first of these, A.C. Wright, traces Woland back to the Old Testament Satan of *The Testament of Job* and Old Testament Apocrypha and Pseudographia. The


In this paragraph I have included only those theories based on religious-philosophical thought. Other popular critical opinions for example are that Woland must be viewed as a Modernist. Such an opinion is held by critics such as Vladimir Tumanov in ‘Diabolus ex Machina: Bulgakov’s Modernist Devil’, *Scandoslavica*, tomos 35 (1989), pp. 49-61 and Elisabeth Kloesty-Beaujour in ‘The Uses of Witches in Fedin and Bulgakov’, *Slavic Review*, No.33 (1974), pp. 695-707, however, Bulgakov’s place within Modernism is extremely debatable. There is also an opinion that Woland is a Stalin figure, an idea maintained by D.G.B. Piper, for example in his ‘An Approach to *The Master and Margarita*, *Forum for Modern Language Studies*, 7 (1971), pp. 134-57. L. Rzhevskii in ‘Pilate’s Sin: Cryptography in Bulgakov’s Novel *The Master and Margarita*, *Canadian Slavonic Papers*, volume xiii (1971), pp. 1-19 points out on page 16 that the censor also suspected this link.
Apocrypha and Pseudographia are convincing sources for Bulgakov’s conception of Woland as they are more readily accepted by the Orthodox Church than in the West and it is more than likely, as Chudakova maintains, that Bulgakov read them. Weeks takes this one step further and concludes that Woland, like the Devil of the Apocryphal *Martyrdom of Isaiah*, *Jubilees* and other books, functions as God’s messenger (the original function of all angels), acting as a semi-independent agent of retribution who is permitted by God to do such necessary work and is also a dispenser of justice, working side by side with other members of the Heavenly Court. Other evidence for Apocryphal influence comes from descriptions, such as that found in *The Apocalypse of Esdras*:

“His right eye is like the Daystar and the other does not move.”

This recalls the wall eye of Azazello (*MiM*, p. 483) and the black and green eyes of Woland.

Galinskaia, through her examination of Koroviev-Fagot, concludes that Bulgakov’s conception was based on that of the Albigenses, a 13th century French Manichaean sect not unconnected with the Bulgarian Bogomils. From their teachings she suggests that Woland is the ruler of the world and that Ieshua is the ruler of heaven and neither interferes in the affairs of the other. Gareth Williams also feels comfortable with an Albigensian approach but reserves the main thrust of his article for a straightforward Manichaean interpretation. In this system, Woland is the ruler of matter and darkness while Ieshua is the ruler of light. In Manichaeanism, matter is inherently evil. Williams

---

21 Chudakova, *Zhizneopisanie*, p. 221.
transfers this concept to *Master i Margarita* and posits that Woland has no need to create evil, explaining why he is not the traditional Spirit of Evil in the novel\(^25\). He also proposes (p. 247 of his article (see footnote 3)), as does Belza\(^26\), that the Universal Order could also be influenced by Bogomilian thinking, a mediaeval Slavonic heresy, which taught that God and the Devil were either brothers or that the Devil was subordinate to God but ruled in quasi-independence. Barratt’s detailed study of the novel in the light of Gnostic beliefs is also interesting but ultimately unconvincing\(^27\).

Although the Faust legend, from which Bulgakov has obviously drawn, has long been associated with the Manichaean and Gnostic heresies through the legend of Simon Magus, I feel that the novel is too idiosyncratic and drawn from too many other different sources to follow one particular tradition of thinking. The character of Woland is a prime example of this and it is misleading to understand the universe in which he operates as in total accordance with this or that belief.

Mention must be made of the devils in Woland’s suite. The character of Azazello would seem to have his roots also in Old Testament Apocrypha, Azazel, or Azazil, being one of the chief devils in *Book of Enoch* and *Apocalypse of Abraham*. As both Wright and Weeks point out, Azazel is the demon who taught men how to make weapons and how to make themselves up. He is cast into the desert as a punishment\(^28\).

Behemoth likewise has connections with the hungry monster of the land in the books of Genesis and Enoch. His immediate earthly model was, however, as Liubov’ Evgenevna Bulgakova-Belozerskaia has pointed out\(^29\), inspired by the Bulgakov’s family cat,

---

\(^{25}\) Gareth Williams, p. 244.

\(^{26}\) I.F. Belza, p. 195.

\(^{27}\) Andrew Barratt,*Between Two Worlds*.

\(^{28}\) *The Apocryphal Old Testament*, p.190-191 and 195. This may go to explaining why Azazello is “the demon of the waterless desert”.

Fliuska. Cats are also traditionally creatures of witchcraft. There is a large haughty and blasphemous cat in chapter 13 in the Book of Revelations which is associated with the Dragon. It has authority and a throne and it has a mortal wound which is healed. Boris Sokolov\textsuperscript{30} also suggests that the name could have been taken from \textit{Istoriiia snoshenii cheloveka s d'iavolom} where a story is related of how a certain Anna Dessange is possessed by several devils, including Begemot. Koroviev's prototypes have not really been satisfactorily explained. He has been associated with Mephistopheles as a singer, a fool and a magician by Weeks and, through the name Fagot, to heretic and witch burning by I.L. Galinskaia\textsuperscript{31}. The link with the word \textit{kopa} has been associated with the Golden Calf of the Canaanites. But it could also be an echo of \textit{IEnoch} (p. 277) where the fall of The Watchers (similar to Archangels) from Heaven to fornicate with women is retold symbolically as stars falling among bulls and heifers\textsuperscript{32}. It seems fairly likely that Hella can be compared to Lilith, the beautiful, naked, red-haired vampire and lethal seductress who is mentioned in Isaiah 34:14 but remains a character well-known in her own right.

Woland's role in Moscow and that of his entourage is not clearly defined but is generally orientated towards provoking sinners, punishing wrong-doing and overseeing death. The duties are conducted within the sphere of God's plan and constitute some of the main arguments against equating Woland with traditional notions about the Devil. From the moment he materialises at Patriarch's Ponds Woland does not perform Satan's traditional role. During his conversation with Berlioz and Ivan Bezdomnyi it is obvious that he deeply desires that Berlioz believe in \textit{something}. He does not

\textsuperscript{30} Boris Sokolov, \textit{Entsiklopediia Bulgakovskaiia} (Lokid-Mif, Moskva, 1996), p. 49.
\textsuperscript{31} I.L. Galinskaia, \textit{Albigoiske assotsiatsii}, p. 367.
\textsuperscript{32} H.F.D. Sparks, pp. 277-279.
maliciously wish anyone’s damnation but he does treat each individual according to how much access they have had to the truth about the divine and how much they choose to accept. Indeed, in a 1928-29 draft of the novel Woland declares to Ivan that he does believe in Jesus Christ:

“- А вы,почтеннейший Иван Николаевич, здорово верите в Христа.”

Neither Berlioz’, nor Maigel’s deaths are brought about by Woland. If one is to take Woland at his word, and I believe that Bulgakov wishes the reader to do this, then Woland’s function is ultimately to serve Truth and Goodness. In chapter 22 (page 613) Koroviev states that the devils dislike ambiguity and mystery. However, Woland does not actively perform good deeds (except when asked to take the Master and Margarita to their rest⁴⁴), yet neither can he stop them from taking place. He “disagrees” with compassion but he does not encourage a lack of compassion. Woland is not Pure Evil in the conventional sense, but neither is he of the same spiritual stuff as Ieshua.

Woland’s “Department” lies half-way between damnation and duty, which he performs willingly, albeit registering the odd objection on principle, and impartially. This appears to be based on an understanding of God’s plan which he is able to divine with absolute accuracy. He and Ieshua do not meet and have little to do with each other directly (co-operating through the medium of Levi Matvei) but the greater power is Ieshua’s. Woland, through Abadonna, may have the power of death, but through the Resurrection Ieshua has defeated this. To this extent Woland is the post-resurrectional Satan, stripped of the malice evidenced in the New Testament. This creates the

---

³³ Velikii kantsler, p. 238.
³⁴ In a 1934 draft of the novel Woland’s function was more strictly subordinate: - Так вот мне было велено...
- Разве вам могут велеть?
- О, да. Велено унести вас...
impression that Woland is somehow beyond good and evil. He does not need human fear, he does not hate mankind and he does not force anyone to commit either good or evil actions. What he does do, however, is to test courage, love and faith and if he finds it lacking to deal retribution. This includes the unmasking of greed, corruption, lies, adultery and treachery. For mild offences the punishments are light and, for the reader at least, amusing. For serious offences, such as those that Berlioz and Maigel commit, the punishments are ultimate. Berlioz’ rejection of Christ and Maigel’s betrayal (two sins, incidentally inextricably linked to the Gospel Passion narratives) are choices made freely by themselves. Woland respects the free-will granted by God and administers punishment accordingly.

Despite Matvei’s implied Christian belief in the need for the eradication of evil, Woland’s reply states that evil is unavoidable so long as men continue to sin:

"Что бы делало твое добро, если бы не существовало зла, и как бы выглядела земля, если бы с нее исчезли тени? Ведь тени получаются от предметов и людей. Вот тень от моей шапки. Но бывают тени от деревьев и от живых существ.” (MiM, p. 716)

Woland’s position is thus necessary but Bulgakov does not explore this fact more deeply in the novel. Ieshua states that all men are good and so, unlike Gareth Williams’ claim that matter is inherently evil in the novel, I would say the opposite: matter is inherently uncorrupted and is from God. It casts, like Woland’s sword, an unavoidable shadow because it is earthly and shares in the fallen state of the world. Woland is a part of this fundamental state and it seems that Bulgakov believes along with Origen and many Byzantine theologians including Dionysus the Areopagite, that the Devil’s nature is created by God and therefore in essence good. He cloaked this nature in a mysterious

35 See for example, I. Vinogradov, Zaveshchanie Mastera, pp. 57 - 64.
sense of sin and hell and created the eternally intriguing character of Woland, forcing the reader to ask the question: "Say, who art thou?"
3. THE TEACHING AND NATURE OF CHRIST

The only two portrayals of Christ by Bulgakov can be found in Belaia gvardiia and Master i Margarita. In these portrayals, Bulgakov shows his readers - separately, as it were - the earthly and the heavenly form of Christ. Neither the Christ of Aleksei Turbin’s dream in chapter 5 of Belaia gvardiia, nor the character of Ieshua Ha-Notsri in Master i Margarita are conventional theological figures, however Bulgakov never strays into the blasphemy that he so obviously detested in other writers. Through Bulgakov’s portrayals, especially of Ieshua Ha-Notsri, one may see that he was not afraid to push back the boundaries of religious orthodoxy to create characters through the tension between the conventional and the unconventional. The Christ of the Gospels is originally the model for the Christ of the Church and it is with Him that I shall compare Ieshua Ha-Notsri in this chapter, but let us first consider some extraneous sources suggested by critical literature on the subject.

Before proceeding to a study of Ieshua, it is worth considering one of the most important questions that has concerned Bulgakov scholars since the publication of Master i Margarita. Why did Bulgakov choose to include the Jerusalem narratives in the novel? Critical opinion about the meaning and function of the Jerusalem chapters has of course been varied. A unique solution has been given by I. L. Galinskaia who sees the narrative as an expression of the second of the Three Worlds of Skovoroda’s philosophy (the Earthly, the Biblical and the Cosmic). A more popular approach has

---

1 For Bulgakov’s treatment of Christ in Belaia gvardiia, see chapter on God.
2 A minor aside to this question concerns the text of Levyi Matvei. I shall discuss the contents of his writings later but suffice it to say here that the relation between the Master’s text and Matvei’s is uncertain as it also begs comparison with the Gospel of St. Matthew in the New Testament. J.A.E. Curtis has suggested that his parchment is the “Q” text (the lost basis for the Synoptic Gospels). But Matvei’s writings are flawed...
3 I. L. Galinskaia, 'Master i Margarita M.A. Bulgakova: k voprosu ob istoriko-filosofskikh
been to see these chapters as a "cipher" for the reality of Muscovite life. Some of the more oppressive ills of the Soviet regime can be suggested under the Jerusalem narrative's protective cloak of history. Adherents to this theory include Elena Mahlow and D.G.B. Piper, who draws links between the novel's characters and the literary and political establishment of the time. This simple and time honoured device, while it probably does have some relevance to the text, does little or nothing to explain the chapters' spiritual, philosophical and structural significance.

A convincing explanation, based on more detailed evidence than the characters similarity (or lack of) to political figures, has been proposed by M. Chudakova and has been well received by other scholars such as Curtis and Barratt. Curtis proposes, taking into account the Master's remark "O, как я угадал! O, как я все угадал!", the distribution of the narrative between oral story, dream and text, and the fact that the Jerusalem chapters appear "more real" than the Moscow phantasmagoria, the Master's "gospel" is a fore-text in the neo-Platonic, Romantic tradition. Such a "gospel" can only be divined by an artist of genius as it exists beyond time itself, waiting to be discovered. As to the contents of this story, the question arises as to the historical position of the narrative. If the Jerusalem chapters can be understood as a poetic fore-text, to what extent should we consider them to be an attempt at historical authenticity, an attempt to picture what really happened in a manner "immune from influence of myth", as Andrew Barratt puts it. It has been an often-stated idea (by critics such as Chedrova, Lakshin, Ivanovskaia and Milne) that with the Master's

6 J.A.E. Curtis, Bulgakov's Last Decade, p. 146.
7 Andrew Barratt, Between Two Worlds, p. 176.
gospel, Bulgakov was adding his voice to the de-mythologisers such as Renan and Strauss and seeking to sort out the facts and challenge what he believes to be fiction. As I will show below, I do not believe that this was Bulgakov’s primary aim when he created the Jerusalem narrative.

Ieshua’s significance within the Jerusalem chapters and the novel as a whole has also been much debated. Bulgakov scholars have noted ties that link him with the Master and with the concept of the Artist through their piercing insight and their suffering for the truth. Curtis puts a new perspective on this idea when she says: “It is the Master who gains in moral stature through the implicit reference back to Ieshua”\(^8\), stressing that Ieshua’s importance is more than that of a parallel, ancient artist-figure (a prefiguration of the Master, Milne might say\(^9\)) but that he also bears a moral significance and, I would add, a religious significance within the work.

One of the most important things to consider when approaching the character of Ieshua Ha-Notsri is the question of his divinity and the various ways in which he manifests his presence: firstly, in apparently human form in Jerusalem and then as the unseen power behind Levyi Matvei’s conversation with Woland and lastly as the young man walking up the moonbeam with Pilate. Scholars such as Lakshin have suggested that “he who is dying is not an omnipotent god who will be resurrected in the morning”\(^10\). Others believe, like Proffer, that Ieshua is a non-divine man who practices some kind of “good magic”\(^11\), or like Gareth Williams that he becomes truly divine only after the crucifixion\(^12\). Yet Ieshua seems more than a man. Avril Pyman, bearing in mind also Aleksei Turbin’s dream where Christ is spoken of as “God”, has suggested

\(^8\) J.A.E. Curtis, Bulgakov’s Last Decade: the Writer as Hero, p. 144.
\(^9\) L. Milne, Mikhail Bulgakov: A Critical Biography, pp. 238 - 239.
\(^10\) Lakshin, p. 80.
\(^11\) Proffer, p. 544.
\(^12\) Gareth Williams, p. 244.
that Bulgakov’s understanding of his nature has much in common with the Monophysite heresy which stated that Christ’s nature is essentially divine and that His physical manifestation of Himself is, as it were, assumed at will and subservient to the Divine - a premise which leaves the artist a comparatively free hand with the life of “the man Jesus”\textsuperscript{13}. Such a range of opinion is fully understandable. In Bulgakov’s \textit{Master i Margarita} there is no direct statement that Ieshua is God. To all intents and purposes he is a man with a human background, albeit an uncertain one. There are no claims that Ieshua is the pre-existent Logos, the Son of God, Son of Man, Christ or any other of the traditional christological titles applied to Jesus in the New Testament. Bulgakov expressly avoids them, as if to avoid prejudging the riddle he has set the reader. Instead he is at pains to make Ieshua as human in character as possible by using a wide range of emotions and expressions, far from the transcendent dignity of the Jesus of the Gospels. Although Ieshua himself (as a man in the Jerusalem chapters) appears to have no power over events, some of the happenings around him do suggest either the workings of a divine providence or that he himself has gifts of healing and prophecy. For example Matvei’s mysterious illness, which prevents him from interfering in the work of Redemption when Ieshua leaves Bethpagy, could point to divine providence. Ieshua cures Pilate’s headache and knows the reason for it, he knows that the procurator wants to commit suicide and he predicts trouble for Judas. The storm that breaks out over the crucifixion seems to suggest that the death of Ieshua may be of some cosmic significance. Although it would be easy to assume that Matvei’s removal of Ieshua’s body from the cross should be regarded as a rationalist explanation for later rumours of “resurrection”, something akin to a real resurrection

does take place, although the reader is not permitted to see this. This may be because, as is stated in a 1936 draft of the novel, the rest of the story is not a suitable subject for the Master’s pen. Be that as it may, Ieshua is still in control of events and converses with Woland through Levyi Matvei (who by the logic of time is also immortal). Ieshua has the power to award the Master and Margarita pokoi. He sends Woland to do His bidding and appears to Pilate, unchanged (in the guise that Pilate would recognise), to continue their argument along the moonbeam to take him into eternal rest.

We have, then, established that Bulgakov’s Ieshua (and his concept of Christ generally) comprises both God and man. But is this an Orthodox vision? Heresies have also been considered as possible sources for Bulgakov’s inspiration. Gareth Williams, as we have pointed out above, tries to explain Ieshua’s nature in terms of Manichaeism, which maintains that Christ was either a spirit with the appearance of man, a person through whom Christ acted but with whom He had no inner union, or was a man who only assumed divinity after death. He also tends to base his argument for this on Woland rather than Ieshua. Bogomilism, with its beliefs that Christ and the Devil were brothers has been considered by critics such as Belza and Williams but offers the least likely key to Bulgakov’s thinking. While there are some valid arguments in favour of this interpretation, touching on the relationship between the supernatural powers, I think it would be wrong to attempt to determine the character of Ieshua in any such terms. Although not a faithful copy of Christ in the Gospels, neither is he presented as Woland’s “brother” or as a remote creator.

14 Chudakova, Zhiznesopisanie, p. 242-243. Chudakova records these draft notes: “...но исчезнет мысль о Го-Ноцири и о прощенном игемоне. Это дело не твоего ума”.
15 Another interesting heresy that suggests a Christ of similar nature to that of Ieshua, but one the relationship of which to Bulgakov’s thinking must remain purely speculative, is Monarchianism. This third-century heresy claimed that Jesus was a man who was subject to the special power and influence of God to an intense and unique degree. Upon his resurrection he became absorbed into the Godhead.
It is worth examining the drafts of the novel to see where Bulgakov began and what he chose to suppress as time went on. The character and nature of Ieshua did not change dramatically from the first drafts of Master i Margarita to the last. He did, however, become less obviously associated with the divine realm and more "demythologised". Quite why Bulgakov chose to implement this process is uncertain. He did not seem to entertain any realistic expectations that the novel would ever be published, so it is unlikely that he was thinking of the censor, yet by the end he had created a more radical Ieshua and one less rooted in the Gospels. The main aspect that Bulgakov chose to alter was Ieshua's mysterious insights. In earlier drafts they were more obvious. For example, Ieshua considers the goodness of Mark Krysoboi:

"...При Индакивизо его как ударил германец - и у него повредилась голова...
Pилат вздрогнул.
- Ты где же встречал Марка раньше?
- А я его нигде не встречал."16

He also predicts trouble for Judas:

"... Какую беду наделал Искариот. Он очень милый мальчик... А женщина... А вечером..."17

Such instances of Ieshua's prescience, coupled with the inclusion of the dream of Pilate's wife and his final words on the cross in the 1928-29 draft, suggest that the Ieshua (also called Eshua (Ешва) and Iisus (Иисус)) of the first draft is closer to the Gospel Jesus than is the Ieshua of the final novel. In words that recall the incident of the Good Thief (though including both), Ieshua says from the cross to the bandits crucified with him: "Обещаю, что прискачет сейчас. Потерпи, сейчас оба пойдете за мною"18. Ieshua’s eyes are filled with light as he says this (as are

16 Velikii kantsler, p. 217 (1928-29 draft)
17 Velikii kantsler, p. 687., p. 222 (1928-29 draft)
18 Velikii kantsler, p. 687., p.230 (1928-29 draft)
Woland’s in chapter 29 of the published version of the novel). In the final draft Ieshua’s last word ("Hegemon") is addressed to Pilate, is highly personal and appeals to his conscience. In the first draft however Ieshua says "Teteleostai" (which means 'it is finished' in Greek). This echoes Christ’s words as recorded in the Gospels and suggests that Ieshua, like the Gospel Jesus, saw himself as having accomplished his Messianic role.

In his preparation for the Jerusalem chapters Bulgakov referred to a variety of sources, mostly of a de-mythologising nature. Ianovskaia, Chudakova and others have pointed to Ernest Renan, David F. Strauss, F.W. Farrar’s Life of Jesus, A. Drews’ Myth About Christ and Henri Barbus’ Myth About Christ as well as Bulgakov’s trusty Brockhaus and Efron Dictionary. To a certain extent it seems that Bulgakov was influenced by the “mythological” school of David Strauss, whose highly influential Life of Jesus denied the existence of the supernatural and Christ’s divinity. The radical idea that this brought forth was that the Gospels were the result of mythopoeic works based on Old Testament prophecies and that they were written in order to prove that Jesus the man, who is seen as an historical figure, was the Messiah. Strauss swept these myths aside, but as concerns the Passion and Resurrection, he did not posit any “replacement” events. Bulgakov certainly does de-mythologise many of the aspects of the narrative which have been read as fulfilment of Old Testament prophecy, such as the entry into Jerusalem on a donkey. He also, however, tends to follow Farrar in his creative rendition of the story. Farrar’s Life of Jesus Christ treats the subject more like an epic novel than a Gospel re-telling and his book stands as if in defiance to Strauss’ work, concentrating on the feelings and details of events while the portrayal of Christ remains closer to the Christ of the Gospels than that of Strauss. Bulgakov draws on
these sources but I do not feel that he "follows" either. He uses them for his creative purposes but the artistic results are most definitely his own.

Ieshua, then, is as much a composite figure as Woland is, both of them existing in a multi-faceted universal structure which has been assembled through wide reading, creative intuition and concentrated thought.

Having dealt with scholarly opinion on the possible influences and sources for Ieshua, and on his artistic function within the novel, I shall now begin to look at the relationship between Ieshua and the Christ of the Gospels both within and without the Jerusalem narrative. According to Barratt, Bulgakov's friend Pavel Markov recalled "that the writer told him during the rehearsals of Days of the Turbins (i.e. 1926) that he had long been tormented by the enigma [my italics] of the New Testament tragedy". The Passion was therefore not so much an ineffable event to be contemplated with adoration but a topic for thought. It seems highly likely that Bulgakov considered the Gospels an unreliable source and in this he was not alone. The Gospel of John, for example, has long been considered by theologians to be furthest from the "facts", an idea first developed by such theologians as F C Bauer and the Tubingen School in the 18th Century. Sergei Ermolinskii wrote that Bulgakov found the Gospel of John particularly important, and it is quite possible that Bulgakov had the Johanine account in mind when he began to address the Passion Narrative. This Gospel is seen as an early Christian expression of what believers perceived to be the essential "truth" about Christ’s mission. It is more of a spiritual interpretation than a chronological, factual account. According to Curtis, Bulgakov

---

19 Andrew Barratt, Between Two Worlds, p. 43.
20 My thanks to Father Robin Fox for this information.
21 Mikhail Bulgakov and His Times, compiled by Viacheslav Vozdvizhenskii and translated by Liv Tudge (Progress, Moscow, 1990), page 162.
was not claiming historical authenticity for his work. She draws our attention to Bulgakov’s use of the thinking of Father Pavel Florenskii, whose work *Mnimosti v geometrii* (Concepts of the Imaginary in Geometry, Moscow, 1920\(^2\)) states that reality can be multiplied without affecting the truth. This starting point would allow Bulgakov ample room in which to work with such religiously significant events as the Passion of Christ. Indeed, I would agree with Ianovskaia when she says that Bulgakov was “looking for the truth of an image, not the truth of events”\(^23\). As I will show later, what Bulgakov actually does in the Jerusalem chapters is to question events and motives while leaving the fundamental message of the Christ of the Church in essence unchallenged\(^24\). Of course, Bulgakov is unable to give a complete account of the life, work and personality of his “Christ” (the Bible has all of the New Testament in which to do this, Bulgakov gives himself four chapters and confines them to the chronotope of Jerusalem during the trial and Crucifixion). However, he manages to choose messages that, while important in the work of the Christ of the Gospels, are also relevant to *Master i Margarita*, crossing the boundaries between artistic and religious integrity.

As is obvious from a simple comparison of the Gospel account and that in *Master i Margarita*, Bulgakov changed and removed many of the events and details of the Passion story. He also made changes to the character of Christ when creating his Ieshua Ha-Notsri. Much of the modern perception of what Christ should look like has been formed by iconography and tradition. This is especially true in the Orthodox Church with its long and strong history of religious portraiture. Bulgakov’s Ieshua,

\(^{22}\) Bulgakov made many notes in his copy of this work. For an interesting examination see Lesley Milne’s *Mikhail Bulgakov: A Critical Biography* (CUP, 1990), pp. 251 - 255.

\(^{23}\) L. Ianovskaia, *Tvorcheskii put’,* p. 260

\(^{24}\) This is also a view shared by A. Colin Wright in *Mikhail Bulgakov: Life and Interpretations*, p. 263.
however, is a young man in shabby clothes, sporting a bandage. The reader is not told any particulars about his physical appearance (we certainly do not see the blond, blue-eyed Christ of Roman Catholic tradition or the darker figure of Orthodox iconography). We do however get some idea about Ieshua’s physical insignificance through his bruises, his weakness and his grating, high-pitched voice.

As concerns his personality, there do seem to be two levels at work in Ieshua which, as with Woland, are reflected in his speech. First, there is the naive young man who speaks “живо” (animatedly) and “охотно” (eagerly), but then there are also times when a voice of authority resounds, speaking words of a deeper knowledge. For example, during his conversation with Pilate after the procurator’s headache has been alleviated, Ieshua’s conversational comments on the weather slip seamlessly into a pronouncement upon Pilate’s soul:

“Беда в том, продолжал никем не останавливаемый связанный, - что ты слишком замкнут и окончательно потерял веру в людей. Ведь нельзя же, согласись, поместить всю свою привязанность в собаку. Твоя жизнь скудна, игемон, - и тут говорящий позволил себе улыбнуться.” (MiM, p. 401)

In contrast to the changing voice of Ieshua in Master i Margarita, Jesus Christ in the Gospels conducts himself before Pilate with calm, humility and a certain detachment. Bulgakov’s motives for altering Christ’s human personality in the way he presented Ieshua suggest that he was aiming to imply a personal relationship between prisoner and judge. Ieshua is deeply involved in Pilate’s fate. Indeed, it is actually Ieshua who is the judge and Pilate who is the prisoner of his own conscience. Ieshua appeals to the Procurator on an intimate level, constantly exercising his ability to turn men away from themselves and towards the divine truth. Ieshua does not judge in order to condemn - he shines the light of truth into Pilate’s dark soul.
What precise changes, omissions and additions to the Gospels Bulgakov made when he created the character of Ieshua and the Jerusalem narrative have been well documented by critics such as Zerkalov, El’baum and Pruitt. They and others have shown that Bulgakov researched all his architectural, geographical, historical and political information with a convincing vigour. However, from the point of view of the religious significance of Ieshua, I feel it is worth examining first the sayings of Bulgakov’s Ieshua and then how these fit in with and affect his character (on a human level) and his nature (on a higher level).

The first point Ieshua makes in his preaching is: “ЗЛЫХ ЛЮДЕЙ НЕТ НА СВЕТЕ” (MiM, p. 403). At first glance, and especially within the context of the Jerusalem chapters where Pilate and the Sanhedrin seem to stand as direct proof to the contrary, and in comparison with the Moscow chapters where the devils are occupied with all kinds of human misdemeanours, Ieshua’s statement seems naive and deluded. Indeed, Krasnov, in his extensive article in the journal *Grant*, thinks that only Ieshua, who shows such love for all his neighbours, could ever believe others to be “good”.

However, beneath the surface lies a depth of meaning and significance that reaches into Orthodox theological thought and the teaching of Christ in the Gospels. The statement that all men are good may not have sounded to Orthodox ears as far removed from doctrine as it would to Western Christians, especially in the context of the concept of Original Sin. The Orthodox do not believe in an Augustinian notion of Original Sin in the sense that all men are born inherently sinful. They are beings created by a God who

---


is Himself sinless and pure goodness and thus possess the capacity for love. The Orthodox believe nevertheless that all men are disposed towards sin because of the Fall, but are not by nature evil, which is not necessarily the same as saying that all men are good. What Bulgakov seems to be implying then, especially through Ieshua’s declaration that the attack on Mark Kry soboi has made the centurion harsh, is that man is a product of his environment. This idea was one that gained increasing popularity both in philosophy and psychology, ostensibly because of the decline of religion. But here I feel that Bulgakov is in accordance with Orthodox thought - the world has come under the sway of sin and the devil and it is this that prevents man from obtaining a full communion with his Creator.

During his conversation with Pilate, Ieshua denies that he literally wants to destroy the temple. His message is more metaphorical: "Рухнет храм старой веры и создастся новый храм истины" (MiM, p. 400). This is very similar to statements found throughout the New Testament about Christ and the Temple. In the Gospels, Christ was accused of predicting the destruction of the temple but He was using the metaphor of the temple to predict the Resurrection (the Temple of the Body according to John) and, according to St. Paul, the necessary (as he saw it) transition from Judaism to Christianity. It is unlikely that Bulgakov intended the Church as he knew it to be equated with the New Temple for Ieshua in Master i Margarita seems to hint that Christianity itself may be nothing more than a series of mistakes brought about by incorrect writings (MiM, p. 399). Ieshua does not claim that any new religion is to be formed out of the Old Temple. Yet a change does take place in the world.

27 For a fuller discussion of this see Man and his Relationship to God.
("Бессмертие...пришло бессмертие...", hears Pilate (MiM, p. 411)). The effects of this are only demonstrated at the end of the novel and are bound up with Truth.

Truth, as scholars such as Ianovskaia, Barratt and Andreev\(^\text{28}\) have noted, has a vital part to play within the whole novel. In the Gospels, Christ’s words point to a revelation of “truth”. In the Gospel of John 18:37-38, after a short exchange, we read:

"Pilate therefore said unto him, Art thou a king then? Jesus answered, Thou sayest that I am a king. To this end was I born and for this cause came I into the world, that I should bear witness to the truth. Everyone that is of the truth heareth my voice. Pilate saith unto him, What is truth?"

Here Truth is of God and Truth is God. Truth is something that is inside each person (it is also linked to their spark of essential 'goodness', which Ieshua recognises in each man in Master i Margarita). The Christ of the Gospels does not reply; the truth is standing right before Pilate ("I am the way, the truth and the life"). Ieshua in Master i Margarita, however, does reply. The Procurator’s question: “Что такое истина” is a world-weary and cynical question, and is put as if he expects there to be some sort of concrete answer. Ieshua replies:

"Истина прежде всего в том, что у тебя болит голова, и болит так сильно, что ты молодушино помышляешь о смерти. Ты не только не в силах говорить со мной, но тебе трудно даже глядеть на меня. И сейчас я невольно являюсь твоим палачом, что меня огорчает... Но мучения твои сейчас кончатся, голова пройдет."

This is in essence the same “reply” as that given by Christ’s silent witness in the New Testament. Pilate in Master i Margarita can see no further than the physical world but Ieshua is more than physical - he is, as I shall discuss later, divine. As Barratt points out, Ieshua has “a seemingly miraculous ability to read the Procurator’s mind”. He knows when Pilate’s headache departs (he has probably alleviated it) and he knows

"the spiritual ailment which is the source of the Procurator's malaise". Ieshua, in other words, has knowledge of the true state of body and soul because He is Truth.

Ieshua's third statement is that: "Всякая власть является насилием над людьми... человек перейдет в царство истины и справедливости, где вообще не будет надобна никакая власть" (MtM, p. 406). The first part of this statement, that all power is tyranny, is easily explicable in terms of Bulgakov's own thinking. Considering his obvious loathing of that most vicious lust for power, war, and in the context of Stalin's regime, such a statement is hardly surprising. Within the context of the Jerusalem chapters, Ieshua speaks these words in a not dissimilar political climate where men such as Pilate are cowed for fear of the State into disobeying the promptings of conscience and act to save themselves. As regards the teaching of Christ and Christian thinking, an understanding of Ieshua's statement could lie in the Christian emphasis on love as the sovereign unifying factor in the Kingdom of God which cannot be established by earthly powers, which are repeatedly shown as fortuitous, impermanent and irrelevant.

As regards the second part of the statement, it does not seem to be borne out in the novel that the "Kingdom of Truth and Justice" has dawned on earth. The very mention of such a Kingdom sends Pilate into a paroxysm of rage. Within Christian thinking as based on the Gospels, the Kingdom is a description of the spiritual state man can achieve on earth through hearing and living by the word of God which is attainable here and now. This is what Ieshua seems also to be saying. This is supported by the Moscow chapters' rich apocalyptic imagery which is shown also within the context of the present. The Master, Margarita and Pilate do pass into the Kingdom after death.

---

Both quotations from Barratt, Between Two Worlds, p. 204.
and this is probably the higher reality from whence comes Matvei in chapter 29 and
where Ieshua dwells. Ieshua is not just a tiresome hippie advocating universal freedom.
He knows human and divine nature and he knows how the former can achieve the
latter - how men can come close to God. This was also one of Jesus' aims according to
the Gospels. His earthly mission was to show men the way to God as it is in God's
nature that He desires men to know Him and to voluntarily turn away from sin. The
Kingdom is "within you", as Christ says in the Gospels.

Later in his conversation with Pilate, Ieshua claims that the thread of life can only be
cut by the one who has suspended it. Ieshua believes in a Jewish concept of God and
therefore he believes that God, as Creator, has suspended the thread of his life. Pilate
believes, like Berlioz in chapter 2, that man controls the lives of men but Ieshua
assures him that he is wrong, as Woland proves to Berlioz that he is wrong. Taken in
the context of the novel, the thread of life also has a deeper level of meaning. Life
within the novel is not just a physical life on earth. It is eternal. God decides when to
terminate a man's physical life on earth, but the life of the soul continues. It is,
however, up to man to chose or reject eternity. If man chooses rejection then the
thread is cut by God. Life is more important and significant than Pilate realises. He
does not appreciate what life is. This also underlines once again Ieshua's nature as
being "the Way, the Truth and the Life" and looks forward to his statement that
"смерти нет".

Apart from these recorded saying of Ieshua, Bulgakov also presents the reader with
sayings attributed to him but are reported from unreliable sources. Three of these
sayings are taken from Levi Matvei's parchment notes, which may be of doubtful
authenticity, and one is spoken by the secret agent Afranius to Pilate. The first saying
is that “СМЕРТИ НЕТ” (MiM, p. 687). This is very similar to Revs. 21, 4, which Bulgakov used to form part of the Biblical quotation in Belaia gvardiia. In Revelations the phrasing is \textit{there shall be no more death} and refers to the future Apocalyptic time when men will be transformed and a new order of existence will be instigated. This also recalls Ieshua’s ideas about the coming of the Kingdom. Ieshua says that \textit{there is no death}. Even in his human form, his divine power and nature allow him to understand that death does not exist in the present, and what he seems to be saying here is that the death of the soul does not exist. Once again, this ties in with Ieshua’s own teaching on the soul as given to Pilate, which is also borne out in the Moscow chapters, and shows that Ieshua (like Woland) lives in a different time dimension bringing him closer to the Christ of Aleksei Turbin’s dream in ch. 5 of Belaia gvardiia and a doctrinal view of the eternity of God.

The second saying recorded by Matvei is that "Мы увидим чистую реку воды жизни" (MiM, p. 687). Ieshua seems to be saying that we shall see the saving Grace of God at work. The statement ties in well with the teachings of Ieshua in general, despite its dubious Matvean authenticity. This metaphorical statement comes to fruition for the Master and Margarita when they embark upon their eternal peace, lending greater credence to Ieshua’s preaching. Within the New Testament, such as John at 4.14, the Water of Life is associated with God’s Grace. Ieshua’s statement bears a close resemblance, as Barratt has pointed out in his \textit{Between Two Worlds}\textsuperscript{30}, to Revelations 22. 1. The third saying: "Человечество будет смотреть на солнце сквозь прозрачный кристал" (MiM, p. 687) also recalls this passage, which points to the glorious understanding that awaits man in the love of God. The sun is the

\textsuperscript{30} Barratt, \textit{Between Two Worlds}, pp. 222 - 223.
symbol of God (as God is Light) and so to look at the sun through transparent crystal, which as Genrikh El’baum notes is a traditional symbol of truth, may be to understand God clearly and without hindrance. It is the opposite of the image in 1 Corinthians 13.12 that “мы видимъ, какъ бы сквозь тусклое стекло, гадательно”.

The only other saying of Ieshua, reported by Afranius to Pilate, is that "в числе человеческих пороков одним из самых главных он считает трусость" (MiM, p. 665). This has proven to be a problem for critics of the novel. Afranius tells Pilate that Ieshua spoke these words while on the cross, but as far as the reader is aware he does not say this, no mention of these words being made in chapter 16. Critics have put forward various suggestions regarding the reasons for the inclusion of the cowardice saying, ranging from the possibility that Bulgakov made a mistake, to Afranius being a disciple of Ieshua.

This is the only “saying” that cannot be explained as a paraphrase of the Gospels or Apocalypse and it is significant that it concerns not only Pilate but resonates throughout the novel and beyond. Therefore the origin must lie with Bulgakov himself. He was known to have thought that cowardice was indeed one of the worst human sins:

“He liked to repeat how much he detested cowardice. He used to say that all human baseness derived from cowardice”

31 Scholarly views include those of Richard W.F. Pope (“Ambiguity and Meaning in The Master Margarita: the role of Afranius”, Slavic Review 36 (No.1, 1977), pp. 1 - 24.) who, in an interesting article, says that the statement could very well have been said by Ieshua as Matvei’s parchment backs it up. He also puts forward the suggestion that Afranius could have been a secret disciple of Ieshua. Although this is an attractive idea as far as plot goes, there is no evidence in the text. Gareth Williams, (“Some Difficulties in the Interpretation of Bulgakov’s The Master and Margarita and the advantages of a Manichaean Approach...” (SEER, volume 86, No. 2, April 1990), pp. 234 - 256) opts for the conclusion that the inclusion of the saying is an inconsistency.

32 Curtis, Bulgakov’s Last Decade, p. 155. These words were written by Sergei Ermolinskii.
a feeling probably borne out of his experiences in the Civil War and the rigours of Soviet life. A telling point about the strict censor’s attitude to the significance of this saying is that it was one of the sections to be removed along with all other references to Pilate’s cowardice. Scholars have pondered the reason for this excision. Lakshin, for example, suggests that cowardice may stand for “the extreme expression of an internal sense of submission, an imprisonment of the soul”. A conformist ideology would naturally resist the thought that “submission” is necessarily “cowardly” - especially if we are speaking of submission to the unwritten laws of the State. Cowardice is despicable, but it is not classed as sin in its own right in Christian thinking. Nevertheless, in the context of Master i Margarita it opens up the door to all sorts of other sins and it is certainly a sin in Bulgakov’s personal doctrine. If sin is a resistance to the will of God and not wanting to come close to Him, then cowardice is amply demonstrated throughout many of Bulgakov’s works. Bishop Afrikan abandons his flock and Korzukhin his wife in Beg and Talberg and the Hetman desert their own people and families in Belaia gvardiia. Bulgakov finds such people unforgivable. Whatever the place of the cowardice saying in the hierarchy of sins, this particular saying of Ieshua is particularly important to the structure of the novel Master i Margarita. It returns again in Matvei’s parchment and is spoken by Woland when Pilate is released, affirming its function as one of the ‘truths’ of the religious framework of the whole novel. Perhaps it is also worth noting that cowards get a second chance in the Gospels - see, for example, the forgiveness of Peter after the


cock crowed thrice. Bulgakov’s tolerance would seem to be lower. For him cowardice is the greatest vice.

So we can see that Bulgakov’s efforts to unravel the “enigma of the New Testament tragedy” have not, after all, lead him so very far from doctrine. Ieshua stands at the crux of the novel, each character being measured against him. Although Woland may seem a more obvious choice as a uniting principle it is Ieshua who provides a personal, spiritual link to all the characters of the novel and it is He, not Woland, who is the ultimate Judge. Bulgakov has stressed the Gospel description of Christ as a man of and with the people (Christ who healed the sick, fed the hungry and preached about salvation for sinners - an image which has become shrouded in myths, doctrines and religious ritual) and once more raised up the humble and gentle character that Christ was, without insulting this image. The story of the Passion may be reduced to its essentials, but the essence of Christ’s message remains. Although Ieshua’s style is not apocalyptic, his gaze is fixed firmly beyond the material world, beyond mortality, and he draws the characters of the novel and its readers to enter with him into a better kingdom and to recognise the power and mystery of God. In this sense he fulfils a Messianic and an Apocalyptic function. Ieshua has power of salvation and holds sway over the life and death of souls, over the finite and the infinite, the present and the eternal. In this he is linked to the Christ of Aleksei’s dream in Belaia gvardiia, to the transcendent stars of that same novel, the thoughts they inspire of peace and goodwill between God and mankind.
4. THE NATURE OF GOD

The theology of the Orthodox Church has faithfully preserved the thinking of the early Christian Church and therefore I have made use of books on the early Church as well as Liturgy and Testaments in the following passage on the concept of God which Bulgakov would have learnt from home, school and in as far as he was a practising Orthodox Christian. In his works, however, the concept of God is only overtly present in Master i Margarita, Belaia gvardiia and to a lesser extent Beg. For this reason I have confined myself exclusively to these texts, which cannot be properly understood without an understanding of the signification of the term for the author. It is also worth noting, following on from the previous chapter, that Christ is often referred to as God.

Russian Orthodox Theology is monotheistic and rejects all other Gods but the Holy Trinity, Three in One and One in Three. They also hold that the Devil is not co-eternal with God, to counter accusations of duality. God is omnipotent and absolutely Holy¹. No one is stronger than He is and so He is Lord and has absolute authority and power². He is ηαυτοκρατωρ (Almighty) and He is free to do as He chooses and this also includes limiting His power and allowing men to be free³. God is likewise omniscient, His knowledge is complete and in this there is love. The statement that God is love was a radical departure for Christianity from Old Testament ideas about Him. The God of the New Testament shows love to His creatures. "God forgives those who forgive (Mark 11:25; Matt 6:12; Luke 11:4), rejoices over repentant sinners

¹ Orthodox Spirituality, pp. 283-284.
³ Emil Brunner, p. 252.
Orthodox thought is keen to emphasize the loving aspects of God. The first Antiphon in the liturgy of St. John Chrysostom tells how God forgives sin, heals diseases, is compassionate, merciful and long-suffering.

God is also the omniscient, omnipresent Creator. He created the world from nothing and He dwells within it and within men's hearts: "The kingdom of God is within thee" (Luke 17:21). It is God Himself who gives all space and things reality. "God's presence in his creatures is more than His mere existence, it is the abiding basis of their being, their life." Orthodox theology, while rejoicing in God and his work, is also deeply aware that all is mystery. In particular God's unknowability and transcendence are often stressed. "God's essence remains unapproachable, but His energies come down to us". These energies are a call to faith and can be subtle and mysterious or they can be dramatic expressions of wrath, finding expression in vengeance and judgement. This is one of the paradoxes of Christian thinking about God and one of the hotly debated and unresolved points of theology.

Men have always sought to portray God artistically in art and literature. Bulgakov was no exception. As he had far too much respect for God to sink into cliché he does not simply portray Him in His glory surrounded by angels and clothed in white. Such depictions (as attempted for instance by Bulgakov's great predecessor Goethe in the "Prolog in Himmel" to Faust) offer an anthropomorphic view of an essence which we have already defined as "radically transcendent". They often border on bathos. Bulgakov prefers to confine himself to the deeply personal glimpse, suggested by some
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7 Timothy Ware, *The Orthodox Church*, (Pelican/Penguin), p. 217.
real image such as an icon or emerging from the subconscious mind in dream or
delerium which makes no claim to theological correctness. For instance, in Belaia
gvardiia we read: "печальный и загадочный старик, бог моргал." This fresh and
surprising vision is taken from a fresco in the church of St. Nikolai the Good and,
because it is seen through the eyes of Nikolka, possesses a child-like quality. This is
emphasised by "God's" surroundings: He flies away into a black sky leaving us with
the impression that God dwells "up there", remote in sky or space. It is a very un-
theological attempt to come to terms with what and where God is. Aleksei also "sees"
God in his dream in chapter five. Here God has a radiant face, He speaks, has hands
and is like a blue light. Zhilin's description of God is more about feelings than
features. "взглянешь - и походлешь", "Страх такой проймет", "такая
радость, такая радость..." Images such as Nikolka's "Old Man" view of God are
more in line with traditional Christian iconography and Bulgakov poignantly contrasts
Nikolka's undeveloped view with Zhilin's transcendent, non-corporeal vision of the
Spirit of God. Although the Holy Spirit does not feature in any direct way in
Bulgakov's works (not even Ieshua in Master i Margarita overtly possesses the Spirit,
Bulgakov instead choosing to emphasise his human character), perhaps it is here, in
Zhilin's dream, that Father, Son and Holy Ghost are united. Certainly, the face of God
in all Christian iconography and especially in the Orthodox Church with its developed
iconographic imagery, is usually the face of Christ. The face and hands of the Father or
"Sabaoth" is occasionally depicted, but it is Christ Pantokrator who looks down from

8 Belaia gvardiia, p. 7.
9 This idea may be rooted in Exodus when Moses returns from Mount Sinai with a glowing face.
Bulgakov thinks about this episode with Moses again in a draft of Master i Margarita (Velikiy
kantsler, p. 264), from a 1929-1931 draft. Here Ivan asks Woland why, if God is so all-powerful,
Moses had to go up to see Him instead of God coming down.
10 ibid, p. 61.
the domes of the great cathedrals and presides over the Last Judgement. When Zhilin sees the face of God, he is seeing the face of Christ. That face is many things, including himself.

As far as we know, Bulgakov has not left any detailed personal thoughts on the Nature of God or Heaven apart from the fact that He does perceive Him as omnipotent and as holding all creation within His power. The ideas found in his works may, however, give us some clue as to the foundation of his thinking. Bulgakov affirms this foundation in Aleksei's dream in *Belaia gvardiia*, chapter 5, and Ieshua's statement in *Master i Margarita*:

"- Бог один, - ответил Иешуа, в него я верю." (*MiM*, p. 407)

Probably due to the diverse sources from which Bulgakov drew inspiration for his final novel, critics such as Andrew Barratt, Gareth Williams and Colin Wright have seen the two powers of Ieshua and Woland as losing their traditional independent status, usually to the detriment of God's omnipotence. Did Bulgakov really have duality in mind? After one has taken into account Bulgakov's own diaries, the evidence of his contemporaries and the drafts of the novel, the conclusion can only be that God is a single presence throughout the novel and that distinct from Woland.

In early drafts of *Master i Margarita*, Woland looks up to heaven after discussing the existence of God with Berlioz:

"А вы, - и инженер обратился к небу, - вы слышали, что я честно рассказал?! Да! - и острый палец инженера вонзился в небо, - Остановите его! Остановите!! Вы - старший!"  

---

12 See chapter on the Devil
13 *Velikii kantsler*, p. 239.
Here God is addressed as the 'elder', or 'senior' in accordance with the doctrine that nothing is co-eternal with God and that all things, even Satan, come from him and are subordinate to Him. This may go some way to explaining the nature of Woland and coincides with Christian doctrine. As K. Ware says of God's creative purview: "This is true even of Satan and the fallen angels in hell". God is as much a part of Woland as he is of Jesus or the Master. The divine spark shines within them all. Only sin can extinguish the spark, as it has in Maigel and Berlioz. Woland's eyes occasionally shine with the power of the sun (page 715), the traditional symbol of God, despite being dark and empty at other times, darkness being the symbol of evil. God is in every living thing. The Orthodox world view is that God created the world on two levels: firstly on the noetic, spiritual and intellectual level, and secondly on the material and bodily level. Man exists on both and God works on both in Bulgakov's works through conscience, miracle and artistic inspiration. These for Bulgakov are the visible energies of God and it is man's choice to see this with an understanding that passes intelligence. I do not think that this relies on a Gnostic idea of being able to see God. Bulgakov presents his characters with a choice and each makes the decision to accept or reject God as he will.

Nevertheless, God is Lord, and all things are subject to His Will. Yet Bulgakov finds God's will as difficult to accept as anyone else and complaints about the Will of God echo throughout Belaja gvardiia and a fear of fate runs like a sub-current through Beg. In Belaja gvardiia Father Aleksandr says that the death of the Turbins' mother was the will of God (Bg, p.9), the death of Nai-Turs is also attributed to the will of God (Bg, p.218). This does not only reflect a traditional, Russian fatalism, but a

14 Ware, The Orthodox Way, p. 57.
15 Ware, The Orthodox Way, p. 62.
firm belief that God directs the lives of men. In *Master i Margarita* the question of predestination is raised by Woland when he predicts Berlioz' death. This prepares the reader for Matvei’s mysterious illness (*MiM*, p.544) and eventual recovery when Ieshua’s situation is beyond hope. This could be coincidence or God’s divine plan in action. In the Gospel according to Matthew many events are explained as fulfilment of prophecy, including the storm at the time of Ieshua’s death in the novel which seems to be called up in response to Matvei’s curses upon God.

Despite the confusion thrown up in *Master i Margarita* by Bulgakov’s red herrings about whether Woland rules the world, I feel that God still presides over all the action and that Bulgakov shows Him to be doing so. It is God who ultimately has the power over the life and death of individuals, as stated by Ieshua: “Согласись, что перерезать волосок уж, наверно, может тот, кто подвесил?” (*MiM*, p.403). This is further shown by Woland’s drawing on what is already known (*MiM*, p.392) and his acceptance of Matvei’s commands about the fate of the Master and Margarita (*MiM*, chapter 29). God’s control of individual destiny in *Master i Margarita* is represented rather differently in *Belaia gvardiia*. In Aleksei’s dream God could be understood as being so transcendent as to be almost out of touch with creation. When talking to Zhilin about the Bolsheviks he says:

“Ну не верят, говорит, что поделаешь. Пущай. Ведь мне-то от этого ни жарко, ни холодно”. (*Bg*, p. 61)

Bulgakov’s God is only indifferent to the fact that men do not believe in him because they all behave the same whether they believe or not. God is transcendent and what men think has, indeed, no effect on His Nature whatsoever. He does, however, appreciate man’s capacity for laying down his life:

“Вы все у меня, Жилин, одинаковые в поле брани убиенные” (*MiM*, p. 61)
The fact that He says that He pities Man and is shown as explaining things even to so lowly a mortal as Zhilin, expresses His nature as a personal, benevolent God. There is a duality of being both beyond Man and close to Man. This is certainly one of the dichotomies of Christian doctrine about God.

Throughout Bulgakov's works God is omniscient and knows men's hearts as well as actions, but in *Master i Margarita* the divine is seen as interacting more closely with human destiny than in *Belaia gvardiia*. In the latter, God hears and answers people's prayers (Matvei, Elena, Rusakov) and is in the conscience of man, according to the "God is within you" of Christian doctrine\(^\text{16}\). In the fantastic world of *Master i Margarita*, however, a kind of dialogue is established. From Matvei's conversation with Woland we see that all the facts of the Master's life and work are known to Ieshua, who by this point in the novel has certainly become equated with God (*MiM*, p. 716). We do not know how God or Ieshua see the world and what their perception of eternity is, although we do get a hint of it in Ieshua's teachings. One theological idea is that God sees all in an eternal present.\(^\text{17}\) If God is transcendent and beyond all space and time then all does indeed stand in an eternal present before him. This would explain how the battle of Perekop (*Bg*, p. 60) and the death of Nai-Turs (*Bg*, p. 58) are predicted in *Belaia gvardiia*, whereas in *Master i Margarita* the characters move more freely in and out of the world of the 'eternal present'.

Thus one work leads to another. Bulgakov does not show God's knowledge of men as transcendental indifference - it is love and compassion, biding by the Christian tenet that God is Love. This is the essential part of God's love and nature described in theological terms as Agape, which stands in contrast to erotic love, Eros. Agape gives

\(^{16}\) Ware, *The Orthodox Church*, p. 226.

value to something or creates its value. It desires to give, not to receive, and as such it is as much for the unworthy as for the worthy. When God gives his love he is not asking for something in return. The God of Aleksei's dream does not ask for faith or belief, nor does Ieshua in Master i Margarita or the unseen God who presides over his self-sacrifice. This is not to say that Eros is rejected by Bulgakov. Rather, he reserves the concept here for human love and does not, like Soloviev and some Silver Age thinkers, involve Eros with theology. For Bulgakov, Eros is reserved for human love. No human, except Ieshua, comes close to Agape. This is more insistently expressed in early drafts of Master i Margarita, as when Ieshua sees Barabbas set free:

"- Прямо радуюсь я с тобой, добрый бандит, - иди, - живи!"  

but survives in the form of Ieshua's belief in the goodness of all men and his total lack of bitterness for his death, as reported by Afranius (MiM p.664). Regardless of the credibility of Afranius’ witness, it recalls the Evangelists’ account of Christ’s prayer from the cross: "Father forgive them, for they know not what they do". The sacrifice of Christ is seen as God's fullest expression of His love for the world in that it brought salvation. Salvation is a fact in the novel, Ieshua's death is also a reality and he is closely associated throughout with the salvation of souls.

God's love is also shown through physical and spiritual healing. Within Bulgakov’s works the healing power of God has an important role to play. Aleksei in Belaia gvardiia and the Master in Master i Margarita testify to this. This may have come from the author’s own life as a doctor and his near-miraculous recoveries from morphine addiction and typhus. As he states in his diary, Bulgakov felt that, in grave
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18 Emil Brunner, p.186.  
19 Velikii kantsler, p. 228.  
20 Prayer Book, p. 94.  
21 M. Chudakova, Zhizneopisanie, p. 64.
illness, God is the only help. It is also worth noting, however, that in specifically medical works, that is in Zapiski iinogo vracha, V noch' na tret'e chislo, and Neobyknovenne prikliucheniiia doktora, God gets no mention whatsoever. This could be due to the fact that on the whole these works are as much biographical as they are creative and we know from various sources that religious thought concerned the author less during his younger years.

Although Bulgakov had read Darwin and had a first class scientific education, he seems to have had no difficulty in reconciling science with the concept of God as depicted in his mature work as the omnipresent Creator, permeating all things, eternal in a changing universe. One of the simplest and most expressive ideas about God is that He is Alpha and Omega, the First and the Last, and this idea Bulgakov expresses through the construction of his most serious works. God is at the beginning and the end of Beg in prayers and at the beginning and the end of Belaia gvardiia in the quotes from Revelations. He is at the beginning of Master i Margarita where He is denied in theoretical discussion, but at the end is present as a living reality and a means to salvation. Although obliquely glimpsed in Bulgakov's works He is always felt as unchanging and above time. The God of Ershalaim is the same God of Moscow. The God perceived by the writer of Revelations is the same who presides over Kiev in the Civil War and the God who swamped the Egyptians in the Red Sea is the same who watches over the Exodus of the White Army from the Crimea, as indeed we are reminded by Khludov. The timelessness of the Creator finds expression at the end of Belaia gvardiia. The call is to look up to the Heavens, to see oneself in the perspective
of God's creation, to recognise that there is more to life than daily cares. This is a recognisably Orthodox perception of life, creation and the Creator\(^2\).\(^2\)

As we have seen, the "energies of God also express His wrath and manifest themselves as destruction". Although God for Bulgakov was a God of love, he also understands Him as demonstrating His power in justice and this inevitably includes wrath. Bulgakov clearly recognised the sins of his age and even foresaw the sins of the age to come in a prophetic newspaper article\(^2\). In his early works, all the appalling acts of violence which men had committed against one another and their general moral degeneracy are so depicted that the reader feels they must indeed entail divine judgement. Of course, "hell-fire" preaching is never Bulgakov's style but he does create worlds in his works which have an underlying strict sense of what is acceptable and what is not. In Sobach'e serdtse and Rokovye iatsa, men are subject to retribution for interfering in the process of evolution which is seen as divinely ordered. Here respect for an unspecified higher order and strong feeling that these are moral boundaries which cannot not be overstepped with impunity appear to be all that is left of the God-ordered universe of Orthodox belief. In Belaia gvardiaia and Beg, however, God's hand is more keenly felt and divine wrath in response to events on Earth is more consciously present both in the minds of the characters and in the Biblical subtext and direct quotation. In Belaia gvardiaia the quotations chosen from Revelations express God's wrath and judgement and also stand as a warning against sin:

"И судимы были мертвые по написанному в книгах сообразно с делами своими..." (Bg, p. 6)

\(^2\) See, for instance, Orthodox Way, p. 54.
\(^2\) See J.A.E. Curtis' translation of this ('Grudiashchie perspektivy) in Manuscripts Don't Burn (Harvill, Harper Collins), p. 17.
An awareness of sin and the potential wrath of God does find expression among Bulgakov's characters. I will discuss sin more fully in my chapter on "The Nature of Man and his Relationship with God" but here, precisely in the context of retribution, it is worth noting a few cases. Bulgakov presents the readers with characters who are unaware of the significance of their words, such as Nikanor Ivanovich in *Master i Margarita*, who says: "Господь меня наказует за скверну мою" (*MiM*, p. 529).

As we have seen, Khludov in *Beg Dream 4* (page 153) quotes Exodus 15:9-10 and draws a comparison between the destruction of Pharaoh's troops and the defeat of the White Army. This is not an entirely happy comparison as Smeliansky has pointed out but Khludov's meaning is ultimately that God destroys the wicked. Although within the context of the play this could be understood as irony, God's justice is shown to be not fickle but exacting. Afrikan's prayer in which he claims that the power of God (which is on their side) will bring the enemy low, is shown to be hollow, coming as it does immediately after his dismayed exclamation on hearing the Commander-in-Chief's pious declaration that the White Army's only hope is now in the mercy of God. God's power is in fact shown to be far beyond the monopoly of any one side.

Хлудов: Владыко! Западноевропейскими державами покинутые, коварными поляками обманутые, в этот страшный час только на милосердие божие уповаем!

Африкан: (понял, что наступила беда). Ай-яй-яй!

Главнокомандующий: Помилуйтесь, владыко святой!


(в стеклянной перегородке показалось лицо Начальника станции, тоскующего от страха)

Хлудов: Ваше высокосвященство, простите, что я вас перебиваю, но вы напрасно беспокоите господа бога. Он уже явно и давно от нас отступил.

*(Beg, p. 141-142)*

---

Rusakov in Belaia gvardiia is well aware of God's wrath and appreciates that his illness is punishment:

"О, как страшно ты меня наказал." (Bg, p. 114)

Yet adversity is not meant to shake faith, it should strengthen. Even in trials there is love, albeit a mysterious one. Father Aleksandr in Belaia gvardiia sees the times ahead as "большие испытания" (Bg, p. 9) when God tests and punishes as He sees fit. Khludov too accepts, even seeks "judgement". In Master i Margarita we see judgement commuted to mercy wherever human beings are willing to receive it.

The rejection of God has as much a part to play in Bulgakov's work as the acceptance of God. He was living in a time of increasing anti-religious activity and apart from having to purge religious material from his works, such as some props in Kabala sviatosh, he faced unrelenting hostility to all forms of "mysticism" among the critics of RAPP and later, apologists of Soviet Realism. This atmosphere could not fail to be reflected in his works. Atheism is on the side of the Revolution. It is the accepted creed of the soldiers who come to the monastery in Beg, with the Bolsheviks in Belaia gvardiia and of the writers of Woland's Moscow in Master i Margarita. It develops in Bulgakov's works from the raw revolutionary "militant atheism" of civil war to an insidious creeping intellectual smugness. It could be argued that the rot existed before the Revolution in the Church itself in characters such as Afrikan, who pray and bless but crumble when they truly have to rely on God and have faith. In one of the drafts of Master i Margarita a church building has become nothing but a shell and has been taken over by an auctioneer's firm²⁵.

« Благословен Бог наш...», - подсказал мысленно буфетчик начало молебных пений.

Before the Revolution, atheism was a daring fashion, as shown by the depiction of Shpolianskii and his circle in Belaia gvardiia. They are among the "bold and the brave" of whom Bulgakov speaks in his diary. By the time he came to write Master i Margarita, such types have moved from risqué sub-culture to literary acceptability. Blandly ignoring the possibility of retribution and empty of love, they stifle religion wherever they find it and, ultimately, stifle freedom of thought and, with it, art. The liberal attitude of 'believe what you like' no longer applies. The differences in the Divine attitude to revolutionary atheists and established atheism can be explained by the fact that the Red Army soldiers in Belaia gvardiia, for whom God is preparing mansions in heaven are not, as Berlioz and Maigel are in Master i Margarita, actively campaigning against the True God, His works and His inspiration, but merely against a misrepresentation wished onto them by an inadequate but authoritarian elite. A peasant revolutionary's atheism, Bulgakov seems to be saying, cannot be compared with that of cold, intellectual atheism that flies in the face of truth and tries to bolster its ideas with philosophical reasoning:

"В области разума никакого доказательства существования бога быть не может"26

says Berlioz. However, Berlioz is also one of the bold and the brave for whom God is no longer a useful concept: "Мы не встречаем надобности в этой гипотезе"27. Times have moved on, Berlioz is saying, and old culture has been consigned to the historical dustbin. It is of course ironic that Berlioz should choose Kant and his destruction of the five proofs as evidence of the non-existence of God. Kant did indeed

26 Velikii kantsler, p. 30.
27 Velikii kantsler, p. 29.
find reasons for the failure of the medieval arguments but, as Berlioz must have very well known, he did so in order to offer new proofs consistent with the science of his own time.

Bulgakov's works do not present the reader with theological or philosophical counter-arguments against atheism of his time. Nevertheless, as we have seen in this chapter, the books we have chosen to study do suggest an albeit fragmentary and subjective picture of God which accords with Orthodox Christian thought and which, if we may for once take Woland as the author's spokesman, is based on a sturdy faith in the historical existence of Jesus Christ:

"Просто он существовал и больше ничего" (MiM, p. 395)

To talk about God in Bulgakov's works is certainly a challenge. He does not present the reader with a crafted theological portrayal and the idea of Trinity would appear to be absent, although, as I have said, there may be a suggestion of Trinitarian thinking in Belaia gvardia. The idea of God seems to be more important in Bulgakov's novels when the action is connected with war and death, although this is not a strict rule, as God does not feature strongly in the majority of the plays or shorter stories, some of which deal with these themes. The obvious reason which suggests itself is that any positive treatment of religion meant trouble with Repertkom or the censor and Bulgakov was keen to have his works staged and published and to make a living from them. From his diaries we can see that God was indeed important for Bulgakov but compromises had to be made in order for him to continue as an artist. This is not to say, however, that Bulgakov was a conformist, although from the Master i Margarita and the confessions of the Master (generally accepted as being synonymous with Bulgakov) to Ivan in the hospital, he clearly thought that he had compromised. Strict
theological convention was not so important to Bulgakov as expressing his feelings and basic faith in God. This is what comes through in the relevant works. There is no contradiction between this personal faith and the often scathing treatment of the clergy within his works, as they are seen as inadequate both as priests and human beings, less concerned with the ultimate Truth they are supposed to be serving than with the traditional authority of the Church in a society clearly in urgent need of social and intellectual reform.

Over the years (as can be traced through the drafts of Master i Margarita), the strong affirmation of the presence of God found in Belaia gvardia was toned down, reworked and finally clothed in mystery and virtually hidden. Yet throughout Belaia gvardia, Beg and Master i Margarita the crux of the spiritual level is the meaning of God's works. These works point to Apocalypse and Justice, but at some point in the future. For the time being they give only a by and large traditional Christian affirmation of faith. This is in keeping with the treatment of so many of the other major human questions that are thrown up by Bulgakov's works, and perhaps these are questions which are not meant to be finally answered in a work of art: they are part of the human condition and a part of life. The answers are left with God.
At the centre of Bulgakov's fragmenting and re-forming universe stands man. Much of Bulgakov's oeuvre contains autobiographical detail and one is aware of the emphasis he places upon the physical nature of man in relation to the spiritual, and how very personal this often is. He never seeks to preach to his audience, nor to laud man too highly. It is my aim in this chapter to analyse Bulgakov's opinion on the state of man and compare this with Orthodox doctrine, which also seeks to explain man's nature, especially his fallen condition. I shall then examine how Bulgakov treats the sacraments - the rituals by which man attempts to come closer to God - and how these contribute to his world view and fit with his spiritual values.

According to Orthodox Doctrine, the most important affirmation about the nature of Man is that he is a creature created by God in His image and likeness for fellowship with God. The second most important affirmation is that Man "everywhere repudiates this fellowship". The reason that Man (Adam) strayed from communion with God is based on an understanding of the nature of Man before the Fall which differs fundamentally from that in the West. According to Augustinian thought, Man before the Fall (brought about by the temptations of the Devil) was a perfect creature and so his fall was all the more terrible. According to Orthodox doctrine, Man's pre-Fall nature was one of potential perfection and so his fall was only from "a state of undeveloped simplicity". This straying from the path of immortality and life brought about a state of disease and death, allowing sin and the Devil to dominate. This state of
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1 Timothy Ware, *The Orthodox Church*, p. 223.
2 Ware, *The Orthodox Church*, p. 227.
sin is understood in Orthodox thought to be something like a failure on the part of man to be and act as he should. As all men are united from generation to generation, all men suffer, but as to any notion of “guilt” and an inherent sinful nature, this is understood rather as a deliberate turning away from the Light, repudiation of fellowship such as was first committed by Adam. Man still possesses Free Will, reason and a sense of moral responsibility, which are points of contact which allow him to come close to God. Yet the Fall created a barrier between Man and God which Man could never have overcome himself, were it not for God’s solidarity with him expressed through the Incarnation and the Resurrection. The Sacraments are an expression of Man’s acceptance of this and symbolise communion restored.

Man’s Mortality

Throughout his life, Bulgakov must have been very aware of mortality, first with the death of his father in 1907, then as a doctor working alone in harsh provincial conditions during the First World War and Kiev and then with the retreating White Army during the Civil War, then living hand to mouth in Moscow amid mounting terror and the midnight knocks of Stalin’s regime and at last, faced with his own slow, inevitable death from a kidney disease which, as a doctor, he understood. It is little wonder then that death is an aspect of nearly every work he wrote. Death, in the usual meaning of the word, comes to Bulgakov’s characters from a variety of sources. These include such grim ends as murder (Iuda iz Kiriafa, MiM), execution in war (Krapilin, Beg), death in battle (Kolia, Krasnaia korona; Nai-Turs, Bg), illness (Andrei Fokich, MiM), and accidents (Berlioz, MiM). As a scientist, Bulgakov accepted physical death
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3 Ware, The Orthodox Church, p. 228 - 229.
as part of the natural processes. He does not shrink from often gruesome detail of
deaths which can involve the slack jaw of a suicide (Morfii), head wounds (Krasnaia
korona), chest wounds (Tainomu drugu) and severed heads (Belaia gvardia and
Master i Margarita). This detail comes from his experience as a surgeon and doctor
and death is always an irrefutable, medical fact, right up to the death of Ieshua with his
broken, pierced, fly-ridden corpse in Master i Margarita. One of the best examples of
this view of the body without soul can be found in Sobach'e serdise. Here death is the
mere silencing of life and the cutting off of personality. The corpse of a man can be
revived with a little scientific effort, an idea also found in Maiakovskii's Klop. Actual
bodily resurrection featured in the philosophy of Fedorov and formed a part of
Soloviev's idealist thinking in the late 19th century. As Proffer has shown, Bulgakov
was acquainted with the works of these philosophers⁴ and they may very well have
influenced this use of his artistic material, even if only "from the opposite".

Throughout his literary career, Bulgakov was also very aware that death could be
overcome, not by science, but by faith. There is a definite progression in his works
from the atmosphere of fear and need to prevent death at all costs found in Krasnaia
korona to the mixture of melancholy but also joyous acceptance of death in Master i
Margarita:

Боги, боги мои! Как грустна вечерняя земля! Как таинственны
tуманы над болотами. Кто блуждал в этих туманах, кто много страдал
перед смертью, кто летел над этой землей, неся на себе непосильный
gруз, тот это знает. Это знает уставший. И он без сожаления покидает
tуманы земли, ее болота и реки, он отдается с легким сердцем в руки
смерти, зная, что только она одна <успокоит его.> (MiM, p. 732)

It is worth noting that this passage was one of the last to be added to the text and
enhances the feeling that over the years during which it was written, the novel became

⁴ Ellendea Proffer, Bulgakov: Life and Work, p. 2.
more about coming to terms with human death than the "novel about the devil" it had originally been. Bulgakov affirms that death can be a spiritual event. In *Belaia gvardiia*, for example, Bulgakov contrasts death with and without religion. The body of Nai-Turs in its purely physical, dead form, is cold, smelly, disgusting and animal. In a way, this is a reflection of man in his basic, fallen state. The reader is made to feel he is one of the beasts. However, Nai-Turs body is given a Christian burial and suddenly he and his life are given a context and a meaning. He is no longer an animal but a man created in God's image, with a soul and a future life. As Bulgakov writes: "Сам Най значительно стал радостнее и повеселел в гробу". (Bg, p. 224). Death may be a physical end on earth but this does not entail a necessary spiritual end. Apart from Matvei's written statement of Ieshua's words in *Master i Margarita* (p. 687) that there is no death, this is also suggested by the heavenly soldiers in Aleksei's dream and by Elena's vision of the risen Christ in *Belaia gvardiia*.

Bulgakov's depictions of people who have gone through the process of death is interesting in its simplicity. As in accordance with Orthodox belief, those who have died are taken to Heaven, Hell or oblivion relatively unchanged in their appearance. This accords with the idea of the eschatological bodily resurrection of all believers before judgement and the personal continuity between the pre- and post-resurrectional states. Death and Resurrection, according to Orthodox belief, amount to a transformation of the body: "...although transformed, our resurrection body will still be in a recognisable way the same body as that which we have now."^5 Thus Bulgakov's depiction of people passing into heaven essentially as they have been on earth (except that in their new spiritual state they would lose their earthly signs of suffering) has

---

much in common with Orthodox doctrine. For example, Margarita loses her squint, the Master’s look changes from “Мрачным и с ненавистью” to “живым и светлым” (MiM, p. 725). Zhilin and Nai-Turs are still soldiers in Belaia gvardiia but they have a divine glow around them (Bg, p. 58). Death, or rather the passing from this world into the next, is characterised in Master i Margarita for the eponymous heroes by joy, release from pain and understanding. In a 1934 draft of the novel there is an all-pervading sweetness. Woland’s final statement on the matter in one of the drafts is a fine summing up of the Christian and especially Orthodox Christian concept of life and death:

Не все ли равно - живой ли, мертвый ли?

Essentially this expresses the Orthodox concept of the continuing fellowship between the living and the dead, united by faith, or, as in the novel, by the power and mercy of God.

Bulgakov’s attempts to personify Death in his works often have a scriptural foundation. For instance in Master i Margarita death is personified by Abadonna. This is a romanticisation of death and an attempt to come to terms with the awesome power and mystery it possesses. Death somehow becomes more manageable when it is given human form because it implies a form of reason. Abadonna is the name of the Destroyer in Revelations and is the successor to Apocryphal Old Testament death-angels, such as the one which must be restrained in the Apocalypse of Baruch 21:23 and "The Shameless Face and the Pitiless Look" of the Apocalypse of Abraham. This last description may account for Bulgakov giving Abadonna a gaze that kills mortals.

6 Velikii kantsler, p. 182.
7 Velikii kantsler p. 196.
8 Old Testament Apocrypha, p. 835
on the spot. Although death in popular thought is personified as the skeletal Grim Reaper, Bulgakov presents the reader with a Death for the 20th century, cutting a dash in his black suit and dark glasses. Whatever the outfit, however, death remains the same. Margarita is scared of Abadonna when she first meets him in chapter 22, but Woland reproves her. The just have nothing to fear from him and he is described as never being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Bulgakov, however, does not quite stick to this plan in the novel. It is Azazello, not Abadonna, who is present at the death of the Master and Margarita.

Bulgakov's works are an approach to life and death - a playing out of what ought to be and what ought to have been as well as what could be and is. They are a way for him to communicate with the dead (Krasnaia korona), to save those who died (Belaia gvardiia), to see the deaths of the unworthy and to continue his own life (Master i Margarita). Although he draws from both Eastern and Western ideas on the subject of death, Bulgakov seems to have remained largely within traditional Orthodox thought. He polemicises against the pseudo-scientific resurrectionist and philosophical approaches in smaller, lighter works, such as Sobach' e serdtse and Rokovye iaitsa, but reserves religious exploration of mortality and immortality for his weightier and more personal works, such as Belaia gvardiia, Master i Margarita and Beg, while preserving an almost clinical clarity of vision as to the inevitability of physical death.

**Man's Sinful State**

Clearly Bulgakov sees man as a creature who has become alienated from God and needs to rediscover him. The idea of sin in Bulgakov's works is present but it is not a sin against a clearly defined moral code. Although the Church's teaching on sin and
what makes a sin may be encapsulated in the Ten Commandments and in popular Christian thought in the Seven Deadly Sins, Bulgakov was not a rigorist and I would agree with A. Colin Wright in his article on the development of Bulgakov's world view that "the values he admires are essentially those of the Christian intellectual middle class". He was no moralist or preacher but his innate values regarding matters of honesty and decency (rather than chasteness and purity) and his literary ability allowed him to craft his works with a sense of what he felt to be right and wrong at a very fundamental level. He was aware of the presence of sin in the theological sense of man's tendency to hide from the light of God, because his works are evil and communicated this awareness through the way he conveys the faults and hypocrisies of his characters to whom he often attributed his own faults.

As we have said, in Orthodox Christian thinking sin is understood to be the expression of a refusal of God. Bulgakov unconsciously or unconsciously reflects this in his work. The great refusal is suicide, that ultimate act of despair which Bulgakov feels compelled to return to time and time again in his works. There are two main theological reasons as to why suicide is a sin. The first is that it goes against creation and therefore against God the Creator. God gave man life for service to Him and it is not man's place to choose when to take it, as God has already appointed the time from His own omniscient nature. When one sins against God as Creator, one also offends against Him as Redeemer. The second reason is that, in the tradition of St. Augustine, suicide is a violation of the Sixth Commandment: Thou shalt not kill. Augustine argued that suicide is self-murder and as such is a display of despair and unwillingness

to trust in God. From both points of view, suicide constitutes a rejection of God. Yet it is a recurring theme throughout Bulgakov’s works and he had first hand experience of several people who had killed themselves. He was present when his friend Boris Bogdanov, who was a guest at his wedding, shot himself at his home in 1915; his first wife's younger brother, Kostia, shot himself later that year; Andrei Sobol', a friend of Bulgakov, shot himself on May 12th, 1926, Vladimir Maiakovskii shot himself at the beginning of Holy Week (14 April 1930). This closeness to suicide and violent death together with later fear of and longing for his own death left a deep impression on Bulgakov's work. He was well aware that suicide was a sin as is shown by his account of his attempt to take his own life in Tainomu drugu:

“Автоматический пистолет был устроен без предохранителя. Но вездесущий Бог спас меня от греха”

Various fictional characters, such as Studzinskii in Dni Turbinykh, Korotkov in D'iovoliada, Maksudov in Teatral'nyi roman, the narrator of Master i Margarita at Griboedov’s Restaurant, Doctor Poliakov in Morfii and Pilate in Master i Margarita commit, or wish to commit suicide in Bulgakov’s works - unaware of the religious implications of their acts, as they believe themselves to be in situations which are chaotic and beyond rectification. In all these characters we can glimpse something of the seemingly insoluble problems which, at one time or another, faced their creator and on occasion brought him close to despair.

12 Chudakova, Zhizneopisanie, p. 49.
13 Chudakova, Zhizneopisanie, p. 50.
14 E. Proffer, Bulgakov: Life and Work, p. 176.
15 Chudakova, Zhizneopisanie, pp. 380-381.
17 It seems likely that Bulgakov drew inspiration from the Apocryphal texts Death of Pilate where Pilate kills himself out of fear of execution by Caesar and Acts of Pilate where Pilate is executed and taken up to heaven.
Characteristic of Bulgakov's attitude is Andrei Fokich Sokov's conversation with Woland in chapter 18. Sokov's death and miserly end is predicted by Woland:

"Не лучше ли устроить пир на эти двадцать семь тысяч и принять яд, переселиться в другой мир под звуки струн, окружённым красавицами и лихими друзьями?.. Впрочем, мы заметчались... (MiM, p. 575)

According to Woland, the best thing to do is to end it all and go straight to heaven. However, this is Satanic Guile. As can be seen in the deaths of Pilate, Berlioz and the Master, Bulgakov did not conceive of decamping to the afterlife and facing judgement as anything like this.

Perhaps because the nature of and reasons for sin and evil are controversial and confusing, Bulgakov does not tackle the problem directly in a philosophically consistent manner. Instead there is a general awareness of sin in his books and a recognition of the fact that people are capable of consenting to evil. Although the concept of the Seven Deadly Sins is not so rooted in Russian cultural history as that of the Roman Catholic West, I have chosen to look at them in Bulgakov's works as they provide us with a reasonable cross-section of human misdemeanours. Bulgakov's characters do not fail to exhibit them.

Covetousness is seen by Bulgakov as very much a personally generated failing exacerbated by the collapse of social and moral order. Indeed, money is often the reason for displays of greed and the punishment frequently not only fits but arises directly from the crime. In Belaia gvardiia, for example, Vasilissa and Vanda are attacked and robbed in their own homes by men pretending to be soldiers. In Beg, Korzukhin refuses to lend Golubkov and Charnota money, despite their desperate condition but Charnota wins a large sum from him at cards. In the Variety Theatre in Master i Margarita the devils distribute money, clothes and perfume, causing fighting
to break out in the disordered rush for valuables, but no one profits from the mayhem. Nikanor Ivanovitch Bosoi is caught for black marketeering, committed to the asylum and tormented with moralising dreams as a punishment. At a more serious level there is also the greed for housing space. Bulgakov understood this particularly well and even Woland alludes to the shortage as an excuse for man's hard-heartedness. Aloysius Mogarych, who denounces the Master in order to obtain his flat, is struck out of life altogether, as if he had never existed. But for Bulgakov covetousness is not just the opposite of charity, it is a whole state of being. It is concern for the self above others and an unwillingness to help the weak which erodes the soul.

Wrath in Bulgakov's works is represented both on an individual and a collective level. For example, in Beg and other works about the Civil War, the Whites hate the Bolsheviks (and vice versa) with a ferocity that causes needless violence, murder, and irrational, dangerous fears. The scene at the railway station in Beg is rife with such fear and violence. Likewise in Act II scene I of the original five act version of the play Belaja gvardiia, Bolbotun and Galanba, soldiers in one of Petliura's divisions, behave with increasing violence towards innocent passers and, in the end, kill a Jewish man on his way to see his children. The killing and retribution on both sides does find personal expression in la ubil where Doctor Yashvin looses control of himself and kills Colonel Leshchenko for torturing men to death. But even after political and military conflict is over, Bulgakov shows us in Rokove iaitsa how the crowd turn their anger against Professor Persikov, a terrifying scene that reminds us that wrath is buried just below the surface and, coward fashion, finds strength in numbers.

Lust, as opposed to love, and greed are often portrayed by Bulgakov as temptations against which man is virtually helpless and they are not high on his list of sins. During
his lifetime, Bulgakov had often had to go hungry, something that must have been very
difficult for a bon-viveur. Complaints about lack of food and comfortable living
conditions are often expressed in his diaries and letters. He was also, according to his
contemporaries, something of a ladies’ man. Three wives and his obvious appreciation
of the female body\(^{18}\) suggest that Bulgakov saw physical enjoyment life-affirming and
something that should be experienced to the full. The obvious feeling of injustice he
felt that the privileged and undeserving few, as exemplified by the Griboedov House,
are able to gorge themselves with a grotesque hedonism and to live in luxury, was
perhaps tinged with longing.

It is also in the setting of the Griboedov house that pride is most vividly portrayed
and is seen at its most dangerous. The Massolit writers are lazy, talentless individuals
who have no creativity and live by criticising others. Their pride is vacuous and self-
serving. Bulgakov as a satirist is determined to show up the sins of his milieu (the
intelligentsia) and of his own class, the White Guards, whose conviction that God is
somehow on their side is cynically expressed by Afrikan in \textit{Beg} through his “mis-
reading” of Exodus. The enthusiastic wish to defend their way of life and the Tsarist
state, which has been drummed into the cadets of \textit{Belaia gvardiia}, is also a kind of
pride which crumbles rapidly when faced with the bitterness of the Bolshevik troops.
In the play, Aleksei Turbin is eventually forced to admit that “nobody loves us” and to
accept the humiliation of defeat rather than lead his juvenile troops into further proud,
despairing resistance. Even in works that concern life after the Civil War, the pride of
the pre-Revolutionary intelligentsia occasionally shows through in characters such as
Professor Preobrazhenskii and Professor Persikov, who feel entitled to abuse people,

\(^{18}\) See Bulgakov’s delight in E L Belozerskaia-Bulgakova. \textit{Dnevnik. Pis’ma 1914-1941}. pp. 80-81.
animals and the environment, bringing about near disasters in the cause of science. Preobrazhenskii has the grace to repent though not, we feel, for long, whereas Persikov is lynched. Theirs is not empty pride, like that of the Griboedov crowd, but is founded on a real superiority of intellect, but none the less demonic for that. Bulgakov signals this by depicting Preobrazhenskii as obsessed with Faust, Persikov as a loveless ascetic surrounded by snakes. Even the Master in *Master i Margarita* has renounced the world and his own name out of a kind of inverted pride in his role as an artist.

The last of the Seven Deadly Sins is sloth. Due to the often action-packed nature of Bulgakov’s writing, few characters are at liberty to be slothful. Those that are include Sharikov in *Sobach’e serdse* who is happy to do as little as possible out of pure spitefulness of character. But there is also the “paralysed” character of Charnota in *Beg* who, despite his claim to be a soldier, collapses easily under the weight of poverty in Constantinople. Nowhere do we find Bulgakov making sin attractive, although he is more likely to present it in a comic rather than in a judgemental light.

In Biblical and Christian tradition illness and disease often appear as signs of sin. In the Old and New Testaments all kinds of afflictions of the body and the mind were considered to need spiritual as well as physical treatment. In the New Testament, the “mad” were thought to be possessed by demons. This tradition surfaces several times in Bulgakov’s works and interestingly, in the form of personal guilt about illness and sin. In one of his earliest works, *Krasnaia korona*, Bulgakov describes a man made mad through guilt at the fact that he was unable to save his younger brother in battle. Although the narrator is lucid is it obvious that his guilt and madness are inextricable linked and neither will be soothed. The theme surfaces again in *Beg* where Kh ludov’s madness becomes concentrated on the murder of orderly Krapilin. Kh ludov realises
that only when the sin is expiated will the madness cease. Elena in chapter 18 of Belaia gvardiia also associates sin with illness, but sees Aleksei as symbolically carrying the sins of all: “Все мы в крови повинны” she mutters in prayer. Rusakov also in Belaia gvardiia (p. 114) understands his illness as not only being a direct result of his cocaine habit and whore-mongering, but also as a punishment sent by God for his atheism:

И я верю, что ты услышишь мои мольбы, прости меня и вылечи. Излечи меня, о господи, забудь о той гнусности, которую я написал в припадке безумия, пьяный, под кокаином. Не дай мне сгинуть, и я клянусь, что я вновь стану человеком.

It seems that the state of sin for Bulgakov was not something to be questioned but rather to be accepted as existing. What is more important is not man's distance from God but how he can approach him more closely through expiation of sin. In this sense, Bulgakov's view of sin is much like that of the Orthodox Church: sin is Man's current state. He lives in a world of death and disease under the rule of the Devil, be he present (MiM) or lurking behind the scenes (Diavoliada). Man's path is to reject this state of affairs and overcome the weaknesses of his own nature and here perhaps lies the explanation of Ieshua’s puzzling statement about cowardice. Cowards will shrink back into the darkness, hiding behind their sickness, whether of body or of spirit, refusing to face up to the need for a cure. Some of Bulgakov's characters do turn their free will towards God and a greater good, people such as Elena and Aleksei Turbin, Khludov, the Master and Margarita.

For an examination of cowardice, see chapter Nature and Teaching of Christ.
Man's Expression of Closeness to God

Because God is beyond understanding one can approach Him only through signs and symbols. Christian symbolism, like all religious systems, is fortunate in that it has the benefit of centuries of meanings layered upon it. This is especially true of the Sacraments -- the Grace-bestowing rituals which mark the progression of a spiritual life within the Church. The Orthodox sacraments are Baptism, Chrismation, Eucharist, Confession, Ordination, Marriage and Extreme Unction. Bulgakov has a highly developed sense of sacramental symbolism, though he does not always exercise it in a strictly Orthodox fashion. Considering that Bulgakov's family and family friends were closely connected with the Church, it is not surprising that an awareness of the Sacraments irradiates his work. He does however use different aspects of them to suit his own purposes and some are less important to him than others. His upbringing enabled him to appreciate the significance and deeper meaning of the ecclesiastical symbolism, but he was not a devout church-goer, so far as we can tell, and his treatment of ecclesiastical rites is often heavily flavoured with parody and even disrespect. The ambiguity of his attitude leads to interesting layers of potential meaning. This is applicable to his treatment of all religious doctrine and not just to the Sacraments.

Baptism is the initiation rite of the Christian Church and in the Orthodox Church this consists of two essential elements: invocation of the name of the Trinity and a three-fold immersion in water. Water must be poured all over the body and not just sprinkled on, as in the West.²⁰ Baptism takes the immersion of Christ in the River Jordan by John the Baptist as its model. It does not say in any of the Gospels that Jesus was immersed

²⁰ Timothy Ware, *The Orthodox Church*, p. 284.
three times; presumably he was immersed once. The recorded presence of the Trinity, the Spirit descending on the Son in the form of a Dove and the Voice of the Father probably account for the Tradition of threefold immersion.

There are two "baptisms" in Bulgakov's works and both are to be found in *Master i Margarita*. The first is Ivan Bezdomni's plunge into the Moscow river and the second is Margarita's bath before Satan's Ball. Bezdomni's brief swim in the river has much in common with Orthodox baptismal rites and Bulgakov does seem to be conscious of this fact. Ivan removes all his clothes, which in Christian thought symbolises the putting off of the old man and his sinful life, and immerses his entire body in the water. Before he does so he entrusts his clothes to a venerable old man with a beard, obviously a tramp but possibly ironically hinting at a priest figure. Ivan experiences the feeling that he may never surface. Although this is naturally not required in the Christian rite Ivan's feeling does express the idea of dying and rising again, associating his "baptism", as with all Christian baptisms, with the idea of water as grave, recalling the resurrection of Christ and the crossing from death into life. An important part of the baptismal service is the chrism with oil. The water of the Moscow river is ironically able to provide this:

... отдуваясь и фыркая, с круглыми от ужаса глазами, Иван Николаевич начал плавать в пахнущей нефтью черной воде меж изломанных зигзагов береговых фонарей. (*MiM*, p. 427)

When Ivan comes out of the water he is forced to put on a white Russian shirt. In baptism the new white robe put on immediately after baptism symbolises the adornment of a new, purer life. Ivan also picks up his candle. In Orthodox rites this is

22 Although in the final draft of the novel Ivan also picks up his icon, in an earlier draft Ivan had only a candle. *Velikii kantsler*, p. 44.
given to the baptised person or their sponsors, if the baptised is a child, to show the relationship between baptism and enlightenment\textsuperscript{23}. Ivan has received enlightenment. He recognises the Devil and he is granted a glimpse of the Master's true novel. His baptism marks the new spiritual life he has embarked upon. He has rejected the Old Man, as is shown in the clinic where the two Ivans converse, “novyi Ivan” being interested in Woland's story, the “staryi Ivan” expressing irrational fear (\textit{MiM}, p. 487).

Bulgakov's treatment of the material here is both comic and ironic. He twists the expected rituals in surprising ways. This does not, however, diminish the true significance of the baptism and the associations of the redemption of Ivan with the death of Ieshua and the idea of resurrection. This is reinforced by the time of year. Baptism is closely associated with Easter and baptism during this time is particularly significant\textsuperscript{24}. In his own strange way Ivan has heard the Gospel and experienced a desire to share in the fate of Christ, otherwise known in the novel as Ieshua. This lends weight not just to the baptism but to Ieshua's death. That the baptism has significance within the Moscow chapters could mean that it has significance within the Pilate chapters, which are said to be historically accurate (I was there, says Woland). Ivan's "death" and "resurrection", provide a paradigm to Ieshua's within the altogether lighter-weight, parodic, phantasmagorical context of the Moscow setting.

The second "baptism" is that of Margarita before Satan's ball (\textit{MiM} p. 622). Although this is a baptism from Hell there are still many aspects of the rite that link it to Christian baptism. Margarita has rejected her old self and has begun a new spiritual life. Once again all clothes are removed, but this time the baptism takes place in a font-

\textsuperscript{23} Burnish, p. 117.
like onyx pool and not a river. More in keeping with Satanic ritual than Christian rite, Margarita has blood poured all over her and not water, then she receives a chrism in attar of roses. The blood ritual recalls cultic initiations which were popular in the Roman empire at the time of the birth of Christianity, forging a link with the Pilate chapters. It may be significant that in chapter 1 Bulgakov has Berlioz mention three cults (Adonis, Mithras and Attis) that were linked by theologians to St. Paul's view of baptism, expounded in Romans chapter 6\textsuperscript{25}. The \textit{taurobolium}, or being washed in the blood of a bull, was part of the rites of Attis and Mithras. The cult of Adonis does not seem to have had this rite. As Berlioz points out, these cults celebrated sons of gods and they were ones who were thought to have died and risen again. Blood washing nevertheless gives the scene a suitably mysterious and demonic feel. A connection with the Passion of Christ is made in the chrismation with rose oil. Orthodox congregations are anointed with rose oil during Lent as a blessing.

In Christian thought the Eucharist is one of the most important acts of worship. It is a sacrifice of praise freely offered to God on behalf of both the living and the dead\textsuperscript{26}. It is a remembrance of the Last Supper, Christ's death and resurrection and a thanksgiving for God's creation and all his gifts. It unites all men within the Church and it unites the Church with God. It takes its historical root from Judaism and the Passover and from the Last Supper, celebrated by Christ before his death.

The sacrament of the Eucharist is paralleled in \textit{Master i Margarita}, and the celebration of the Divine Liturgy can be found in \textit{Belaia gvardiia} and Bulgakov's adaptation of \textit{Voina i mir}. In these last two works the Mass is used more for its value as a setting than for its deeper meaning. In \textit{Master i Margarita} the Mass is seen as


\textsuperscript{26} Ware, \textit{Orthodox Church}, p. 292.
sacrament, in its function in the New Testament and within the world of the novel. One of the most noticeable things about the Mass is that it is found as a Black Mass within the Satanic realm rather than the divine. In chapter 18 of Master i Margarita, Andrei Fokich the barman enters Woland's apartment to find an altar cloth, a gold plate and bottles on the table, wine being drunk and the smell of burnt meat. Although Mogarych thinks that a requiem has just been celebrated the scene is more one of a mixture of Eucharist, Passover and Black Mass, reflecting the strange nature of the devils themselves. Passover is hinted at in the fact that the day is Friday, the 14th of Nisan in the Pilate chapters, and in a 1933 draft of the novel the burnt meat was specifically identified as lamb, traditionally consumed at Passover. To add to the air of a Mass having taken place the room has stained-glass windows and there is a smell of incense. But neither Passover nor the Eucharist fully correspond to the scene in the room as neither rituals are completely adhered to. There are the strange bottles, it is the wrong time of day for Passover, there is no evidence that bread has been eaten as in a Eucharist (unless you take the empty gold plate as having borne bread). Eucharistic hints can be found in the scene at Griboedov's, with the twelve writers waiting in an upstairs room (chapter 5). Satan's Ball (chapter 23) figures similar rituals. Wine is drunk at the Ball, although more in the manner of a Black Mass, while the writers at Griboedov's drink wine and eat to excess. The thin and desperate shriek of 'Alleluia!', meaning 'praise to Jehovah', at the restaurant becomes a powerful cry which rings out at the Ball. As in a Mass, wine is drunk at the Ball to eternal life and God on behalf of the living and the dead, there is reverse transubstantiation as blood turns to wine and the Satanic and the divine find a curious union.

27 Velikii kantsler, p. 132.
Distortion of the Eucharist is also found in the Pilate chapters, namely chapter two. In keeping with his overall treatment of Gospel material, Bulgakov alters the Last Supper while not subverting it entirely. He changes it from the Gospel occasion when Judas' betrayal was predicted to the time when the betrayal of Ieshua is actually realised (MiM, p. 406). Betrayal is a key theme in the novel and Bulgakov chooses to highlight this negative aspect of the Last Supper at the expense of such positive ideas as sacrifice and remembrance. Possibly to include these ideas would be to dispel the ambiguity which, I feel, Bulgakov has deliberately inserted into the divinity of Ieshua.

The sacrament of marriage was a very difficult area for Bulgakov. The Orthodox Church is not inflexible as regards divorce, but nevertheless takes Holy Matrimony very seriously. According to Canon Law a second and third marriage are allowed for non-divorcees, but never a fourth. Widowed priests may not remarry at all. The Orthodox Church holds marriage up as a harmonious union between two people and blessed by God. With an ideal marriage it is considered possible for a couple to grow together in love until they achieve celibacy and a closer relationship with God, as, for instance, did the parents of Sergei Radonezhski who, towards the end of their lives, took holy orders with mutual consent. Marriage symbolises the union of Christ with the Church and is thus to be approached in a spirit of awe. The sacrament enjoins the couple to be faithful unto death as marriage is an eternal bond.

There are no wedding ceremonies in Bulgakov's works and the married state itself is never depicted as an harmonious ideal. It is ruined by betrayal and unhappiness, usually on the part of one partner, and children, if they appear at all, as in the short story Psalom, are not seen as part of a family. Bulgakov's plays are peppered with dysfunctional families. See, for example Elena Turbin's marriage to Talberg in Belaia
gvardiia and Serafima's marriage to Korzukhin in Beg. Another example of marriage is that of Vasilissa and Vanda in Belaia gvardiia, a secular relationship based on common property and the acceptance of convention. The private lives of Bulgakov's characters and in particular their marriages, are always influenced by external events such as the Civil War. In both Belaia gvardiia and Beg, splits occur either through the opening of sub-conscious gulfs (Talbergs) or deliberately acknowledged abysses (Korzukhins). It is the institution of marriage which is seen to break up together with the society of which it was a part and there is little or no feeling of broken sacrament. Love, on the other hand, is self-sanctifying. In Beg the relationship of lovers is clearly felt to be more valid than the familial ties, blessed and made sacred by the Church as these may have been "off-stage". Golubkov woos Serafima and Liuska abandons Charnota for Korzukhin, but nevertheless keeps a soft spot for her old lover and bails him out when he is in trouble. Lovers continue to feature in Bulgakov's works such as Adam i Eva, Kabala sviatosh and Poslednye dni. In Master i Margarita marriage is an empty dream, best forgotten. The Master no longer even remembers his wife's name and Margarita's husband is forgotten as soon as he is mentioned. Briefly, in a 1934 draft of the novel, the Master and Margarita are 'married' with rings by Woland, giving the lovers some kind of doctrinal status\(^2\), albeit a Satanic one, but this did not survive to 1940. The Christian ideal of two persons uniting as one is thus only realised by lovers and never within marriage. The Master and Margarita remain devoted to one another and aware of the spiritual world as represented by Ieshua and Woland. It is also worth noting that death does not part them but unites them even more indissolubly.

\(^2\) *Velikii kantsler*, p. 159 Morning 7/1. 1934.
The three sacraments that Bulgakov does not mention in any detail are confession, ordination and extreme unction. In the Soviet era church-going was, of course, actively discouraged by the State. Characters who do attend confession in Bulgakov’s fiction are the poet Rusakov in *Belaia gvardiia* and Armande and Madeline in *Kabala sviatosh*. None of these confessions are portrayed positively. Rusakov's confessions are a part of his religious madness and Armande and Madeline's are abused by their priest. Ordination is never portrayed, and although priests figure in abundance within Bulgakov's works, they are usually treated, not without compassion, as woefully inadequate figures. Extreme unction is suggested by Myshlaevskii in *Belaia gvardiia* for Aleksei but the priest is never needed. These sacraments are not so much rejected by Bulgakov as “passed by”, probably because he never found an artistic use for them.

Bulgakov’s portrayal of the Sacraments is progressively driven underground within his work, just as religious rites were in Soviet life. There is a world of difference between the public Masses and funerals celebrated in *Belaia gvardiia* and the ambivalent hints at Eucharist which are to be found in *Master i Margarita*. One reason for this is self-protection. It would have been impolitic of Bulgakov to continue to include overt religious rites within his work as this would almost certainly have rendered them impossible to publish and stage. This did not necessarily have a negative effect. He clothed his sacraments in everyday life or in his magical imagination, visually enriching and adding layers of meaning to his work. His use of the Sacraments not only reflects his artistic development but his personal development as well. He came to see the sacraments not so much as dogmas and physical events that should be enforced and marked with ritual, but as spiritual changes into a deeper level of understanding by those who experience them. In a sense this is a return to what
sacraments ought to be. Human reality is such that stress is often placed more upon the sacraments' physical aspects than upon their spiritual aspects; upon the symbol, rather than the symbolised. His attitude to marriage, for example, became less concerned with the formality of vows and became a free enjoyment of two equal people, both united in a higher aim and ready to sacrifice themselves for one another. In his works, Sacraments may appear unexpectedly and in surprising forms, such as his baptisms. They are not overt events and the concern is not so much with the rite itself as with the expression of what has happened. His treatment of the Sacraments may be twisted and it may be ironic, but this is Bulgakov's way. What they retain is the idea of the provision of symbolic rites of passage from one state of being into another.

Bulgakov's opinion of the nature of man is very much his own. He does not resort to philosophy or psychology to show why Man is as he is. Instead, he draws on his life experiences to show how men deal with situations and with each other. He makes no overt inquiry into the origins of sin or evil. What he does concentrate on is their effects in this world and the next. Bulgakov puts his characters to the test to see if they are worthy of life here and hereafter. Man, then, is found by Bulgakov to be subject to sin, disease and death but nevertheless has the capacity for virtue and the possibility of attaining health and eternal life. Man's relationship with God, in whose Grace these gifts lie, cannot be a direct one (except for those characters in Master i Margarita who come into contact with Ieshua). In his art Bulgakov plays with the mediatory states of dream and sacrament, he puns on Transfiguration, examines artistic and scientific creativity and dabbles in the approach from the opposite, the occult. What seems the most important, but perhaps the most difficult way for Bulgakov's characters to come closer to God is through a clear, willing and courageous facing up to conscience. In
this, Bulgakov's view is surprisingly in keeping with Orthodox thought. Men must strive in his works to overcome their fallen state by upholding truth, accepting their death, acknowledging their sin and accepting judgement with faith.
6. THE ATTAINMENT OF FORGIVENESS AND SALVATION

Throughout Christian doctrine it is emphasized that the final end of man should be to come close to God in an eternal union. As we have seen, the Sacraments are an expression of this need. Although Bulgakov did not class himself as a sinner out of the ordinary, the need for some sort of expiation is strong throughout his works and increases as he becomes older. His latent awareness of personal guilt expressed in even the earliest works such as Krasnaia korona, Ia ubil and Belaia gvardiia reveals to the reader a deep-seated need to reconcile himself to the world and to God. Bulgakov’s characters may exist, as he did, in a frustrating and unsatisfactory universe, but it is one which is full of opportunities for the operation of love and repentance which lead naturally on to atonement and forgiveness. Bulgakov explores these opportunities and posits his own understanding of what divine judgement can mean. I shall look at love, repentance, atonement and forgiveness in this chapter, comparing Bulgakov’s expression of them with that of Orthodox Christian thinking. I shall then consider Bulgakov’s notion of Judgement and the Afterlife, comparing and contrasting them to Orthodox teaching, and taking into account critical opinion where necessary.

According to Orthodox Doctrine, love is an essential part of God’s nature and therefore should be an essential part of man’s. God’s mercy and forgiveness are infinite and are given as gifts freely to man. All men have to do is willingly to accept them: no sin is too great for God to forgive as each individual is “infinitely precious in God’s sight”\(^1\). Accepting God’s forgiveness involves repentance which includes abandoning the old, sinful, rebellious life and turning towards God with faith and humility. Repentance is a continuous experience and prayer is understood to be a vital part of

---

\(^1\) Timothy Ware, *The Orthodox Church*, p. 226.
this, for it is a means of constant communication with God and a way of becoming more truly aware of one’s own soul. Although God knocks, man must himself open the door. The forgiveness obtained by man from God (which is achievable on earth) confers the benefit of a life free from the fear of punishment and shame. Ideas about how God’s forgiveness works include the notion that God “blots out” or no longer “remembers” sins. It is also a type of healing process. The ultimate grace from God is a place in Heaven and Eternal Life. This, however, is only achieved after judgement and is beyond understanding.

In Christian thought, as based on the Gospels and tradition, death is a time of judgement. What the outcome of this judgement will be is partly based on a choice. If someone chooses to believe in God and to strive towards Him then he chooses life. If he chooses to deny God he chooses death and rejects the concept of the defeat of death by Christ's death and Resurrection. The choice is between oblivion and eternal life. The Orthodox tradition is less rigidly legalistic than the Roman Catholic tradition which sees sinners paying their debt to the Lord rather like prisoners paying their debt to society through an allotted period of purification through suffering after death. In either case, however, death is seen as a continuation of life and how one lives one's life on earth, the acts one performs and the beliefs one holds contribute to one's fate after departing the world of the living. This is seen as a dynamic rather than a static condition. The Orthodox firmly believe that God will always love His Creation and will never destroy it, that the living can pray for the souls of the departed and that these prayers will affect them and that the dead, too, continue to pray and intercede for the fate of this world. They believe that souls can be purified by prayer and grace but not by punishment.
Mercy is seen in Bulgakov's works as one of the last sparks of human decency possible and effective in dysfunctional societies or hopeless situations. Yet mercy is notable more often by its absence than its presence in most of his works, such as Beg, Belaia gvardiia and Rokovye iaitsa. For example, in Beg we read after Khludov’s boast that he went into battle with music:

Крапилин: Все губернии плюют на твою музыку! (вдруг очнулся, вздрогнул, опустился на колени, говорит жалобно) Ваше высокопревосходительство, смилуйтесь над Крапилиным! Я был в забытьи!

Хлудов: Нет! Плохой солдат! Ты хорошо начал, а кончил скверно. Валившись в ногах? Повесить его! Я не могу на него смотреть! (Beg.p. 146)

In Master i Margarita, however, mercy takes on a more significant role. In this novel compassion and mercy turn up in some surprising places, such as in the presence of death and among devils; although Woland says specifically that they are “not his department”, they are never actively discouraged. In a 1934 draft of the novel, mercy is one of the main things which the devils have come to Moscow to find. Azazello says he has been waiting for a cry of mercy after the Master expresses his pity for the children as Moscow burns and women fall on their knees and cry out to heaven². In the final published draft of the novel the devils find that man is not totally without compassion even at the unlikely venue of the Variety theatre. After Bengalskii's head has been pulled off, a woman's cry for mercy for the compere is noted by Woland. People are shallow and fickle, yet such moments of compassion, the first moment perhaps, towards redemption, are still possible for them, still fundamental to their character. What they lack, however, are the higher, spiritual qualities which lead naturally on to repentance, atonement and forgiveness. Mercy and compassion do,

² Velikii kantsler, p. 185.
however, have a definite function in the book. In as far as Margarita exercises them (quite spontaneously) in regard to others (the frightened child, Frieda), the door of mercy is opened not just to others but for herself and the Master.

Bulgakov's notions about love and compassion accord with the best traditions of Christian teaching. Compassion for others is shown within family groups, such as the Turbins in Belaia gvardiia, but is also freely demonstrated for strangers by such acts as Iulia Reiss' when she shelters Aleksei Turbin (Bg), or by Golubkov when he meets the sick Serafima in Beg (the erotic motives which come into the play in both these relationships are secondary to the primary impulse). True mercy is not handed out from indulgent heights - it is offered in humility and understanding. The love of God that motivates compassion and is not self-seeking is also unconditional. Love is also based on faith and confidence in the love and wisdom of God - not on concern for the physical self. The teaching that "Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself" is a barrier against sin and thus against that which cuts off man from God. The displacement of the ego at the centre of man's life allows the living union with all other men and with God which, in Christian terms, is the proper end of man. To shew mercy indiscriminately is often difficult. It is part of the Christian struggle because it is not necessarily returned by the recipients and always requires actions not in one's own interests. A universal compassion, like Ieshua's, is its highest manifestation.

In Bulgakov's world-view repentance and atonement are both necessary for the attainment of forgiveness and reconciliation. In his works one cannot be effective without the other. This is in accordance with Orthodox doctrine as taken from the Bible where Jesus states many times, as in the parable of the Prodigal Son, that no sin is too great, it is only necessary that the sinner should repent and turn back. The fact
that *Master i Margarita* is set at Easter time puts the novel in a context of atonement. It is the crossing point between death and life, time and eternity. Within the novel the entire cosmic order is experiencing this, making the death of Ieshua a part of a general, universal principle. The night before Easter is a night of forgiveness when all sinners, including the devils, are again as they were intended to be in Eternity, without sin or blemish.

The cosmic system of atonement is described by Woland as one of debt and repayment. This particularly Orthodox conception of sin finds expression in the Lord's Prayer where, instead of the Western "trespasses" the Russian bears the translation долги (debts). Debts are forgiven and consequently the debt is absolved and made void. Debt and repayment is sin and forgiveness. To be in debt is to be incomplete; forgiveness restores wholeness. Seen in this light the debt of all sinners has caused a break between man and God. According to doctrine the reuniting of man and God through the death and resurrection of Christ is spoken of in terms of the payment of a debt, which restores man to God in unity. The necessity of payment of debt on a human level emphasizes man's responsibility to others and it is accomplished through the excising of sin and the self from the centre of one's existence. Thus the devils' completion of atonement for the night is the annulment of the debt ("счет оплатил и закрыл", *MiM*, p. 733). Such a temporary "annulment", leaving the devils obliged to continue "payment" after the Night of Atonement, can only be explained by their momentary passing into the dimension of eternity, into the realm of the "imaginary points". It is not the usual system of forgiveness as presented by Bulgakov (and indeed by Christian doctrine). God's forgiveness, in Christian thought, is never rescinded.

---

3 In early English protestant translations "debts" was also used.
though man (and Devil) can reject it. For example, Pilate's forgiveness is the annulment of his guilt in that the crucifixion never happened and his forgiveness is permanent.

Bulgakov also shows the truth of the idea that “to whom much is given, much shall be required” and this is seen to be closely bound up with the devils’ perdition and damnation. The eternity of their crimes in *Master and Margarita* is proportionate to their non-human status and knowledge of the truth. This is also a part of divine justice as meted out to Berlioz and Ivan. Berlioz' knowledge was greater and he had had more access to the truth than Ivan, yet he rejected it. Yet Berlioz does not even acknowledge his “debt”, let alone seek an accounting. He cuts himself off from God's love and forgiveness. By this he dies, along with Maigel and Iuda. Many minor characters such as Varenukha do not actually repent wholeheartedly but comply with Woland's wishes through fear. Those not liberated by repentance and atonement are trapped by fear within themselves. God will not and cannot liberate by force or terror. Such is Bulgakov’s thought and it is sound doctrine.

There are also those who cannot face up to the truth about themselves and who are neither hot nor cold. Pilate, for example, tries to atone for his sin by killing Iuda, but this is merely an attempt to transfer the guilt. He also does not fully repent of his sentence upon Ieshua. He does not turn to God, or rather, to Ieshua (since he cannot know God in a Judaeo-Christian sense). He feels a deep sense of regret, but this is not full repentance because, as the Master is told, when Pilate cannot sleep he blames not himself but his position (“ДОЛЖНОСТЬ”). He refuses to accept the responsibility for his own sin, despite admitting the action was wrong. When he sleeps his subconscious desire for a second chance haunts him in the form of a longing to walk along the moonbeam towards Ieshua. It is the wanting to be forgiven and inability to accept the
responsibility for his sin which traps Pilate in his own private purgatory and which condemns him to centuries of insomnia and regret. This is very much like Khludov's position in Beg. Khludov at first tries to convince himself that the atrocities he orders were part of the duty of a General, not "murders". He finally repents of the fact that he caused the death of Orderly Krapilin and others, but only after an extended period of resisting the idea of personal responsibility. Repentance is purely a matter of turning towards God and wanting and accepting Him, i.e. the Truth. For this one must have a proper understanding of one's incompleteness. Khludov eventually "pays his debts" by going back to certain death in Russia. He sacrificed people to the cause of war and now he must sacrifice himself to settle the score. Although God does not come overtly into this, Charnota says that the soul demands judgement: "Душа суда требует" (Beg, p. 185). Khludov has already condemned himself and he cannot forgive himself and knows that he cannot reasonably hope for mercy from the Bolsheviks and so he is atoning before God; there is no one else to turn to. Krapilin's disappearance in Dream 8 could be a sign that he has chosen well. It could be said that Khludov wants to be killed because he is mad, but the structure of the world-view of the play is not that of, say, D'ivoliada where Korotkov kills himself needlessly in a world gone mad and Khludov does not commit suicide but submits himself to the judgement of those he has wronged. A more difficult case is that of Muarron in Kabala sviatosh. He speaks of suicide as of submission to divine justice. He has told the monks that Molière has married his own daughter and has been offered money by the King for this information. He comes to see Molière before he hangs himself. In Act 4 Lagrange calls Muarron a Judas, thus apportioning to him ideas of guilt for the betrayal of a friend and a master, self-murder and despair. Muarron's desire for suicide is partly a desire for atonement
because he feels his own sin and guilt and he knows that his own death ought to be the proper payment for betraying a friend, yet it can also be viewed as the act of a self-absorbed, despairing coward rather than that of a man seeking to reenter into communion with his God and his fellows, to face up to his debt. The author here withholds judgement.

Apart from the New Testament concept of Atonement, Bulgakov also touches on the Old Testament idea of the scapegoat. Here I would agree with Lesley Milne in her "Critical Biography" that Azazello's appearance in the 1934 drafts of the novel is associated with increased emphasis on the themes of forgiveness and atonement.

Andrew Barratt in "Between Two Worlds" also links Azazello to the scapegoat. However, in the Old Testament Azazel is not the scapegoat itself, although there is a link. In the given version of the Bible, the goat took on the sins and was driven out. According to Northrop Frye the word "scapegoat" is a mistranslation. Frye then goes on to say that what actually happened on the Day of Atonement was that a goat had the sins of the community ritually transferred onto it and was then sent out into the wilderness as a sacrifice to the demon of the desert, Azazel. The goat nevertheless represents accumulated sin and it is symbolic of the separation of sin from the community of Israel. This atonement ritual brought to mind in the novel Master i Margarita by the name Azazello is considered a prefigurement of the crucifixion of Christ. Christ took on the sins of the world and descended into Hell. Azazello does not take on anybody's sins but the association stresses the idea that the devils are performing a vital role in the function of the universe. It also goes to show how the

---

5 Andrew Barratt, Between Two Worlds, p. 168.
7 Frye, pp. 133-134.
demonic and the divine interweave and depend on one another. Azazello, as he flies with the other devils through the night in his true form, is identified by Bulgakov as "дemon безводной пустыни".

That forgiveness is an essential part of the divine nature is testified by Ieshua in Master i Margarita. Forgiveness is natural to him and is indistinguishable from his general psyche. It is innate and does not need to be consciously applied. For this reason he does not need to make a display of forgiving Judas, Pilate or Caiaphas. His nature is all-forgiving and all-embracing and this is one of the reasons why he does not take offence at Matvei when he calls him a dog and why he does not get angry or blame anyone for his death (chapter 23 "не винит за то, что у него отняли жизнь"). Ieshua is also able to forgive Pilate because He himself is totally innocent and in no need of forgiveness or mercy from Pilate's court. This so-called "de-mythologised" Christ-figure pays with his own blood for the sins (cowardice, greed, malice, betrayal etc.) of others as did the Christ of the Gospels.

Christ's death is indirectly associated with the general forgiveness of sins, but how this comes about and how it works is not known. Somehow, by forgiving His own murderers in His temporal life He effected a closer union between man and God. Bulgakov does not show the reader that Ieshua's death has had any effect upon the fallen state of modern man in the novel, but the reconciliation between the Master, Pilate and Ieshua outside time clearly defines his thinking on the subject of forgiveness. Divine forgiveness is substantially more encompassing than is commonly thought. Bulgakov's view of the divine "economy" is also in accordance with Woland's description of his "department". This is confirmed in other works. In Belaia gvardiia

---

8 There is, of course, a connection between Azazello and the Apocryphal Azazel of 1 Enoch 10, verse 4 who is cast into the desert as a punishment.
Zhilin reports in Aleksei’s dream that even the Bolsheviks will go to heaven. According to the priests they should have gone to Hell. The priests cannot live up to the ideal of divine forgiveness or, to their discredit, begin to comprehend it, yet they, too, are objects of divine compassion in the dream. Man, in his arrogance, judges God by his own standards. Even Elena is guilty of this when she demands that "justice" fall upon the Germans: “Будь они прокляты. Но если только бог не накажет их, значит, у него нет справедливости. Возможно ли, что они за это не ответили? Они ответят. Будут они мучиться, как и мы, будут”. (Bg, p. 141). In a draft of Master i Margarita God’s forgiveness even extends to the Devils, something usually rejected in Christian teaching, though the thought was not unknown to the Fathers (notably Origen). In the published draft divine judgement is seen as a matter of time and punishment:

“И рыцарю пришлось после этого простить немного больше, и дольше, нежели он предполагал. Но сегодня такая ночь, когда сводятся счеты”(MiM, p. 733)

God’s forgiveness is there for everyone who wants it. This is also one of the messages of the quotations from Revelations which Bulgakov uses with such effect in his first novel. In Belaia gvardiia these passages point to a forgiveness that is both universal and personal and predict that out of the seeming chaos and terror of the “Last Days” will come a lasting harmony and peace.

In Bulgakov’s view, man is quite capable of sharing in the divine power of forgiveness and using it to good effect. By doing so, human beings can partake in the Divine Nature. Some of Bulgakov’s characters are capable of forgiving, such as Molière, who forgives Muarron in Kabala sviatosh. There are, however, many scenes
of cruelty, particularly mass cruelty, such as the destruction of Persikov and his laboratory by the crowds in *Rokovye iaiitsa*:

- Бей его! Убивай!...
- Мирового злодея!
- Ты раступил гадов!

Искаженные лица, разорванные платы запрыгали в коридорах, и кто-то выстрелил. Замелькали палки. Персиков немного отступил назад, прикрыл дверь, ведущий в кабинет, где в ужасе на полу на коленах стояла Марья Степановна, распростер руки как распятый...

The psychology of such scenes, however, is similar to that of the totally unjustified pogroms in *Belaia gvardiia*. In this novel Elena shows forgiveness in its highest form when she prays not just for the Whites but for the entire nation. Their sin is collective
d but she takes it upon herself to accept their guilt and to pray for the sins of all to the Virgin Mary, Joy of all who Sorrow, who is considered by many Christians and certainly by the Orthodox as an intercessor, an intermediary between earth and heaven.

In her prayer to the Virgin, Elena shows universal compassion and takes responsibility for the guilt and sin which is the human condition. This condition means that even people like the Turbins, who are basically decent and honourable, share in the sin of all. As the war shows, there is little to be done about man's sinful state but the efforts of people like Elena to try to ask forgiveness for all are a form of imitation of Christ, aesthetically and psychologically convincing within the parameters of the novel.

Bulgakov shows the spiritual significance and importance of human forgiveness perhaps not generally noticed in everyday life. Margarita, for instance, becomes the conduit of divine forgiveness to absolve the repentant Frieda (chapter 24) even though...

---


10 This was an opinion Bulgakov seems to have held himself at least since 1919. In his article published in Grozny 'Трудящиеся перспективы' he speaks of "Безумство двух последних лет толкнуло нас на страшный путь. И нам нет остановки, нет передышки. Мы начали пить чашу наказания и выпем ее до конца" (Pod piatoi, p. 45).
the offence was not against her. This act reinforces the notion that forgiveness is a shared power with a direct link between man and God. When Margarita forgives Frieda she says "Тебя прошу". She is forgiving on behalf of higher powers and she makes herself a channel for God's Grace. This forgiveness of a specific sin differs from Elena's acceptance of general sin in that Margarita can be effective because she has an interest in Frieda and through Goethe's heroine, Gretchen, is actually identified with her, or can be identified with her by the reader. Yet Bulgakov's Margarita's compassion is also general. In order for her to accomplish Frieda's forgiveness she herself takes on the responsibility for Frieda's sin and she has a spiritual understanding of it. There also lies behind this the idea that all are responsible for all. But as all men are bound together by sin, they are also bound together by the hope of forgiveness. Margarita, by her compassion and appeal for Frieda's forgiveness, emulates Jesus and shares in his work, though is no innocent as He is, nor is her compassion part of her fundamental nature, as His is. Her destruction of Latunski's flat is enough to prove this.

Margarita cannot pronounce the forgiveness of Pontius Pilate, however, because she does not have the personal responsibility for him that the Master has. Between Pilate and the Master there exists the relationship of creature and creator (artistically) and only the Master can effect his release. Part of Pilate's forgiveness is to be told that the crucifixion never happened. Divine forgiveness and its acceptance is the annulment of sin; it is the settling and the closing of accounts and this is how Bulgakov depicts it.

---

11 Although this is one of the things that Pilate most desired in life (much as the Master always desired peace), it is also the way that forgiveness is achieved according to the philosophy of Lev Shestov. He said that God redeems man by making sins as if they had never existed. God is able to do this because Truth is what God makes it and it is temporal. According to Elendea Proffer, Bulgakov was encouraged to read Shestov by his father and he had copies of his works in his library when he died. For some tenuous links between Shestov's works and Bulgakov see Michael Glenny, 'Existential Thought in Bulgakov's Master and Margarita, Canadian-American.
A creative exploration of Bulgakov's ideas about life after death\(^\text{12}\) - however tentative these may have been, is implemented in Belaia gvardiia and Master i Margarita. He uses the conventions of dream and delirium. Aleksei's dream of Heaven, for instance, shows him conversing with the dead and soon-to-be-dead about events that have not yet taken place. That he converses with Nai-Turs (Bg, p. 58) seems to indicate, as is shown by Ieshua's present tense comment on death (in chapter 26 MiM), that the state of death is beyond temporal conditions as we know them. It is in eternity and it is timeless. This would also indicate that the dead are closer to God and His divine state beyond time and space. Death is a continuation of life on a different plane (I will refrain from using the words "higher plane" because, as is shown in Master i Margarita, Bulgakov perceived different layers of life after death). In a 1936 draft of the novel Bulgakov introduced the idea of the Transmigration of Souls, the Oriental, Classical (especially Platonic) and occasionally Christian notion of the immortal soul moving from body to body. As Woland says to Margarita:

- тут вопрос о переселение душ... В шестнадцатом веке вы были королевой французской...\(^\text{13}\)

This idea did not survive into any other draft and the concept of the soul remained more conventionally Christian, but it does at least show us that Bulgakov was actively thinking about its nature and receptive to a plurality of ideas on the subject.

In those books where Bulgakov touches on the subject of redemption and judgement, how one dies depends on how one has lived. Bulgakov's moral tenets are not as rigid as those that a strictly religious code would require, but he appears to

---


\(^{\text{13}}\) Chudakova has discovered from her research that Ermolinskii reports Bulgakov as saying: "Мне мерещится иногда, что смерть - продолжение жизни. Мы только не можем себе представить как это происходит. Но как-то происходит..." (Zhizneopisanie, p. 479).

\(^{\text{13}}\) Velikii kantsler, p. 365.
accept the general rule that "each will receive according to his beliefs". This gives the moral structure of the novel a very personal foundation and is quite magnanimous, but it is also, to a surprising degree, consistent with Orthodox Doctrine. The condition, without which the idea of receiving according to one’s beliefs would be meaningless, is that one must believe honestly and declare one’s convictions in good faith not just to others, but most importantly to oneself. After repentance, the slate is wiped clean. If one refuses or evades the truth then one's beliefs are empty and the ultimate reward will be just as empty. In Orthodox thought this is based on the understanding that man has free-will and God can only approach man so far. This is a moment when man is required to approach Him. This is summed up well by Father Hopko:

“If some men refuse the gift of life in communion with God, the Lord can only honour this refusal and respect the freedom of His creatures which He Himself has given and will not take back”14

As is shown in Belaia gvardiia, even the Bolshevik rejection of God can be overcome if a man has lived his life well and believed sincerely, albeit erroneously, to the point of self-sacrifice. But throughout this work judgement hangs like a watchful eye with the quotations from Revelations. Bulgakov demands that men respect one another, their way of life and their convictions. This may be a cry for understanding from one whose liberal, middle class values were under constant threat from Soviet practice and ideology. It is to his credit that he did not try to fight fire with fire and it accords with the doctrinal tenet of God’s respect for man’s freedom.

One of the most puzzling and debated questions about Bulgakov’s conception of divine judgement is that of the Master’s reward in Master i Margarita, namely why he

deserves *pokoi* and not *svet*. As many scholars have noted, the question of why the Master only receives “peace” and not “light” is one that has given rise to a variety of theories. The reason for the disquiet about the Master’s reward is based on a conversation between Levii Matvei and Woland in chapter 29:

“- А что же вы не берете его к себе, в свет?
- Он не заслужил света, он заслужил покой, - печальным голосом поговорил Левий.”

Matvei’s sad tone seems to indicate that peace is a lesser reward than light. A. Colin Wright’s up-beat attempt to prove that *pokoi* is a uniting of the two opposing principles of light and darkness is somewhat undermined by the sadness of Matvei’s voice lacking in foundation. One of the most widely accepted ideas - that the Master gets what he most desires - is based on the text, in that with each appearance of the Master it becomes increasingly more obvious that all he desires is to hide away from the world with his mistress and lead a quiet, untroubled life. Critics such as Curtis, Kenja-Sharratt, Ianovskaia and Wright suggest that, as Curtis puts it: “he can envisage no happier prospect than release from persecution, a marvelous, final peace.” Curtis, I feel quite correctly, ties this up with the novel’s general judgement principle that “каждому будет дано по его вере”. A different theory that has been proposed by inference from the text, is that the Master’s novel and his portrayal of Christ have somehow fallen short. A. Chedrova thinks that the Master’s creation of a de-mythologised Christ meets with divine disapproval, while Margot K. Frank points out that judgement is made only after the novel has been read by Ieshua. Other

---

17 A. Chedrova, ‘Kristianianskie aspekty romana Mikhaila Bulgakova *Master i Margarita*’, *Grani* 134
theories are based on the moral implications of the Master's life and direct us to his despair, his lack of faith in Margarita's love and in life itself\textsuperscript{19}. One act for which he may have been held unworthy of "light" is his rejection of his own novel, a betrayal of the truth that is contained therein\textsuperscript{20}.

Whilst all of these opinions are pertinent and significant, I am drawn to the conclusion that Bulgakov may also have been influenced by his understanding of heaven. As we have already discussed in our examination of the Devil, it seems likely that Bulgakov drew on Old Testament Apocrypha when creating the character of Woland. In \textit{Master i Margarita} Heaven is made up of different levels, much in the way that Dante, another Bulgakov source, described it in his \textit{Paradiso}. However, Bulgakov may equally well have drawn more on an Apocryphal view of Heaven. Here Heaven is also made up of levels, each dedicated to a worthy part of the population. In 2Enoch 8 v. 8 the just are rewarded with their own houses\textsuperscript{21}, and in 5 v. 1-10 in the Third Heaven the reward is a beautiful garden with rivers for people who have suffered in life\textsuperscript{22}. The Master has indeed suffered and enters a world with a house, garden and stream. Perhaps most important is the notion of the Seventh Heaven. In 2Enoch this is characterised by light, eternal praises and the presence of the Lord. From drafts of the novel we can see that Bulgakov may have had this supreme heaven in mind and was certain that the Master would not be worthy of it. In 1934 he wrote: "Ты не поднимешься до высот. Не будешь слышать мессы" and in 1936 he wrote: "Ты никогда не поднимешься выше, Ешь не увидишь, ты не покинешь свой

\textsuperscript{19} See for example I. Vinogradov, 'Zaveshchanie Mastera', \textit{Voprosy literatury} 1968 (6), p. 67.
\textsuperscript{20} See for example, Curtis, p. 182 and Frank, p. 290.
\textsuperscript{21} \textit{Apocryphal Old Testament}, editor HFD Sparks, p. 448.
\textsuperscript{22} \textit{Apocryphal Old Testament}, p. 331.
priют. So the Seventh Heaven is an extremely special place for extremely special people who have spent their lives (or death, in the case of Pilate) in the quest for God. The Master's life has not led him to the eternal glorification of God but rather to a quiet reconciliation with Him. To a certain extent he abandoned his responsibility to Ieshua by failing to complete and by burning his novel. For such a man to deserve the ultimate reward in a universe that relies on personal responsibility, truth and actions which matter would be unthinkable. I would also concur with Milne that there is also the spiritual and moral consideration that Bulgakov would have had to have been enormously vain and presumptuous to give his alter ego, the Master, a place beside Christ in Heaven.

Bulgakov's broad ideas on who can enter Heaven find equally diverse expression in Heaven itself. In his novels we find that Heaven can be a place of rest and of things one has loved. There is equality and calm and it is very much what one wants it to be. The soldiers of Belaia gvardiia find it is like a barracks, while the Master and Margarita discover it to be a well-loved and beautiful home. It is especially emphasized in Master i Margarita that it is a place where the trials of the earthly existence are forgotten.

According to Christian thinking, after Judgement the other sentence is one of damnation and Hell and Bulgakov is surely not heretical in thinking that, for this sentence to be passed, some kind of spiritual death must have taken place. This is not simply the result of an immoral life. A spiritual death is not just a moral death. The dead who arise from their graves at Woland's ball in Master i Margarita have all committed terrible crimes but they do not seem to have offended against any Holy

---

23 Velikii kantsler, p. 328.
Truths. They certainly believe that the Devil exists and, as we see in the case of Frieda, are not irredeemable. Spiritual death for Bulgakov is characterized by a rejection both of morality and God. The two combined lead to annihilation.

The sentences pronounced upon Berlioz and Maigel thus stand in direct contradiction to Orthodox Doctrine, which states that God will never destroy His Creation but in His Love allows sinners who love the Devil to suffer with him in Hell. Bulgakov, on the contrary, destroys the atheist editor and the betrayer. Bulgakov's increasing despair and fear of life must have gone some way to bringing about this change but accords perfectly with the impartial declaration "каждому будет дано по его вере".

In the multi-dimensional Master i Margarita Bulgakov ventures to portray hell as well as heaven. To a certain extent, he pictured it in fairly conventional terms. The fact that the dead appear from a fireplace hints at the fires of Hell and references are made (p. 310) to "hellish furnaces", "dark caverns", "glowing coals" and "flames" lurking just below the surface in chapter 23. What particularly marks it as an opposite of Heaven is that it is a place of unhappy remembrance. This is in contrast to Heaven where not only one's sins are forgotten but also all the bad and unpleasant things that ever happened in life. Sorrow is no longer a concern in heaven, whereas in Hell nothing is ever forgotten. Frieda is never allowed to forget her child, Woland and his retinue always carry the burden of their sin and even Pilate's Purgatory/Hell is a place of constant regret. This does at least carry the positive concept that the sinners' remembrance enables them to realize what they have done and what they should or should not have done in the past. Hell can be escaped through the intercession of another (a common Biblical idea). Hell at least is somewhere and the souls which inhabit it have not
deserved annihilation. It is very difficult to form an opinion as to how Bulgakov decided who was fit for Hell and who for oblivion - perhaps he did not have a conscious system, seeing that the novel is a work of art, not a philosophical or theological tract. We have established that he did not take this ultimate judgement on himself as author and so minor weaknesses and transgressions go unpunished and as regards the annihilation of Maigel and Berlioz we are left with the ultimately, perhaps, unsatisfactory explanation that all receive in accordance with their beliefs and that the only eternally soul-destroying offence is against Truth.

As we have now seen time and time again, doctrine is now followed, now transformed in Bulgakov's works. His expiative system is no exception to this and his progression from expressions of love and mercy, repentance, atonement to forgiveness and heavenly reward on the whole adhere to the general principles of Russian Orthodox Doctrine. Running as a kind of parallel to these however are his quite un-doctrinal statements about judgement and damnation indicating a deep-seated, personal desire for the punishment of wrong-doing (although, as we have also seen in our discussion of Sin, what wrong-doing actually means to Bulgakov is also very personal and is beyond strict morality).

Bulgakov appears to have sympathy for humanity and in his works the demonstrations of compassion by certain characters stand as symbols of hope in his war-torn, socially incohesive worlds. He shows us, in the spirit of Christian teaching, that no sin is too great and no sinner is "lost" if they have the courage to repent and atone for their sins, to make amends and to turn away from sin. Bulgakov's judgement criteria for some sinners, however, do not express the doctrinal certainty in the love of God but rather offer an almost literal understanding of Apocalypse, that the old must
be swept utterly away. The difference between Belaia gvardiia, with its expression of hope for all, and Master i Margarita, with its categorical destruction of those without faith, is a noticeable shift in attitude in one oppressed by the world and longing for release. However, Bulgakov's rewards for the deserving and the repentant are peace, joy and in Master i Margarita a release from unbearable memories that poison the soul. Never is atonement presented as a futile act. Despite the sin and corruption displayed throughout Bulgakov's works, he always recognizes, as does Christian teaching, that faith and hope and the need, desire and possibilities for man to come ever closer to God are achievable in this life and the next.  

[^25]: I would agree with Lesley Milne in Mikhail Bulgakov: A Critical Biography (CUP, 1990), p. 142, where she says that "tragic guilt can be redeemed".
CONCLUSION

Despite the difficulties in assessing the extent and fervour of Bulgakov's personal religious beliefs, it is often apparent in his works that theological considerations are of great importance to him. Undoubtedly his family background contributed to this, coupled with the fact that Church life and religious thought were fundamental parts of the Middle Class cultural traditions and values which Bulgakov cherished so deeply after the Revolution. Based on his diaries and the recent publications from the KGB archives commentators can now obtain a better picture of the social constraints that Bulgakov was under and appreciate the interest that he took in ecclesiastical and religious matters. Despite the condemnation of state-sponsored artists and critics, who saw Bulgakov's work as old-fashioned, reactionary and eventually politically dangerous, he obviously felt a need to express and re-interpret his rich cultural and moral heritage, a need which eventually overrode even the desire to see his works in print and his plays performed. He never sought martyrdom either in the cause of literature or as witness to his faith, but did his best in the face of adverse political conditions to write as well as he could according to the promptings of his conscience.

It is, however, not so much Bulgakov's personal faith which concerns us here, as the extent to which we can use Orthodox theology to decode his books. Bulgakov's divine and diabolic rulers are not so far from Doctrine and Russian Orthodox tradition as they may at first seem. His Devil, Woland, despite the polygenetical origins in scripture, legend and tradition is still the ruler of a world that is opposed to God's. He hovers on the border between wild Adversary and tame Servant but he is not completely the Lord of Evil of the New Testament. Bulgakov may have felt freer in
using Satan as a character as there are many literary precedents and no precisely formulated doctrines.

In discussing the portrayal of Christ, we have to consider the identity of Ieshua in *Master i Margarita*. Bulgakov’s depiction alters the unalterable facts of the Gospels but, far from creating a piece of arch heresy, he composes a Christ figure who in essence bears many of the messages of the New Testament and displays a calm, honest and simple goodness to which Christian teaching also aspires. Bulgakov subtly shows the reader Ieshua’s true powers on earth and, though far from suggesting a glorious portrayal of Christ on the throne in judgment so common in the iconography of the Church, he pictures Ieshua in heaven as still the wandering philosopher who comes to greet Pilate personally. Bulgakov conveys His divine nature through the conversation between Levii Matvei and Woland, where we are given to understand that this once humble man is indeed omnipotent God.

It is not easy to speak of theological motives in Bulgakov’s works, because God is by nature inexpressible and all we have to go on is crafted images of imaginary beings who more or less embody theological concepts and the thoughts, words and actions of Bulgakov’s human characters. The idea of the Trinity would appear to be absent. The strong affirmation and beautiful description of “God” found in Aleksei’s dream in *Belaia gvardiia* was toned down and reworked over the years (as can be traced through the drafts of *Master i Margarita*) and finally clothed in mystery and virtually hidden. God is nevertheless present in the texts and through symbols, thoughts and dreams and points to a time of Apocalypse and Judgment and to the hope of Love and Reconciliation. Quietly, He calls Bulgakov’s characters to Him and keeps secret the mysteries of life.
Even if the Devil cannot be reduced to the concept of the Evil One or the Father of Lies, God is still Love made manifest in Christ. Bulgakov makes us think about Man’s position in the economy of salvation and questions our assumptions about ourselves and the responsibility we have for our own actions. He is aware of man’s mortality, his frailty in the face of disease and temptation, but he shows us that, fully in accordance with Christian thought, if man is willing to take on the responsibility for himself and for those around him and to turn away from a corrupt life, then health and eternal life are achievable goals. This is fully in accordance with Orthodox teaching on repentance and atonement.

In Bulgakov’s works, and especially in Belaia gvardiia, Beg, and Master i Margarita, the inextricable link between the earthly and the divine is expressed with a clarity and lyricism that points to a personal faith and an understanding of the world strongly influenced by Russian Orthodox Christian thought. Bulgakov’s use of scripture is as varied as his use of satire, other literature or philosophical ideas. However, it is apparent that he chose to elaborate and perhaps to obscure his use of doctrinal tenets in order to create new or slightly warped universal structures such as those where Satan works in a joint but mysterious partnership with Christ (MiM), or where the would-be destroyers of the Church on Earth are welcomed into heaven (Bg). Bulgakov’s universes, as found in Belaia gvardiia, Beg and Master i Margarita, are at once awesome and mysterious and yet humanly approachable and unusually beautiful. Chaos threatens (we feel this particularly in the wilder crowd scenes of Belaia gvardiia as well as in the early short stories, notably Diavoliada) but its origin is identified and resisted by a Higher Order in which everything has its place and its reason. Bulgakov occasionally allows us a glimpse into the true workings of Heaven: beatific visions
presented as it were in counterpoint to the Apocalyptic undertones of Belaia gvardiia; the need for expiation found in Beg and Woland’s declaration that “all is as it should be” in Master i Margarita. Yet Bulgakov never allows his human characters to become too deeply involved in the workings of heaven. Woland’s statement to the Master in a 1936 draft of the Master and Margarita (see Velikii kantsler p. 328) that the continuation of the novel, (which could only be beyond the boundaries of human life) is not for his pen can be read as a self-imposed boundary for Bulgakov.

Bulgakov’s vision of the universe, the Devil, Christ and God is not identical with the one laid down in the New Testament where God is Good and the Devil is Evil, the latter always watchful to lead men astray and to undo the saving work of Christ’s Resurrection. Yet Bulgakov the author does not deny the divine and demonic forces in our lives, nor is it his intention to insult or ridicule the principles of Christianity. In his polygenetic works of fiction the layers of artistic and cultural embellishment mask deeper “truths” that have their root in Russian Orthodox doctrinal thinking. Orthodox doctrine, in this sense, is the cornerstone for the secondary universe he creates in his works and is part of the spiritual foundation for his characters.
Appendix 1

Translations of Quotations in Russian

All translations given below are mine, except where indicated as follows.

Curtis J.A.E. Curtis, Manuscripts Don’t Burn (Harvill, Harper-Collins, 1991)
Milne L. Milne, ‘Flight’ in Six Plays (Methuen Drama, 1994)

8 Sasha said that they had left to follow the secular road due to Misha’s influence.

There is witness to her elder brother’s refusal to attend services (he didn’t want to fast before Easter or Mass) as well as his deciding religious questions in favour of non-belief.

9 So let’s trust in God and live, that’s the best way and the only way. (Curtis, p. 53)

10 Maybe he’s not needed by the bold and the brave, but for such as myself it is easier to live with the thought for Him. My illness is a complex and a lingering one, and I am completely run down. It could hinder me from working, which is why I fear it; and that’s why I place my hope in God. (Curtis, p. 54)

Today I went especially to the publishers “Atheist”. I was with M.S. and he delighted me from the outset.

“So, they’ve not been smashing in the windows?” he asked the first girl sitting at the table.

“Sorry, what?” (confused).

“No, they’ve not been.” (ominously).

“Pity”.

I wanted to kiss him on his Jewish nose.

When I looked through the issues of “Atheist” at home I was shocked. It’s not the blasphemy, although that of course is beyond all measure if one is talking about the external side. It’s the idea of it: it can be proved documentally. Jesus Christ is portrayed as a swindler. Even He. It’s not difficult to work out whose work this is. It’s such a cheap and shoddy crime.

11 God alone knows what will happen to Russia. God help her! (Curtis, p. 56)

You’re just an idiot! You don’t understand a thing!

12 My sympathies were always wholly with the Whites, whose retreat I looked upon with horror and disbelief.
Someone considered the play anti-religious (the Parisian Archbishop was portrayed negatively), but Bulgakov replied to a question concerning this that the play was not anti-religious.

But most of all may God help us poor invalids! (Curtis, p. 294)

His moral codex included unconditionally, as it were, all the books of the Old and New Testaments.

The impression was created that to him alone had been revealed the higher truths of not only art but of all human life.

Help me to finish the novel, Lord. 1931.

What fascination there is in sentimental old Fenimore Cooper. His David, who is constantly singing snatches of the Psalms, was the one who turned my thoughts towards God. (Curtis, pp. 53-54).

“I love a low seat,” began the professor. “One’s not so likely to fall”. (Glenny, MiM, p. 235).

“What fascination there is in sentimental old Fenimore Cooper. His David, who is constantly singing snatches of the Psalms, was the one who turned my thoughts towards God. (Curtis, pp. 53-54).

“I love a low seat,” began the professor. “One’s not so likely to fall”. (Glenny, MiM, p. 235).

“Help me to finish the novel, Lord. 1931.”

What fascination there is in sentimental old Fenimore Cooper. His David, who is constantly singing snatches of the Psalms, was the one who turned my thoughts towards God. (Curtis, pp. 53-54).

“I love a low seat,” began the professor. “One’s not so likely to fall”. (Glenny, MiM, p. 235).

“He once made an unfortunate joke”, whispered Woland” and so he was condemned to carry on joking during our visits to the earth, although he doesn’t really want to. However, he’s hoping for a pardon. I shall intercede.”

I can say to you truthfully
My influence is beneficial.
The righteous man would no doubt fall asleep
Without anything to do.
Believe me, only these are useful for people,
As a galvanism is useful for the sick,
And if there were not devil on earth,
Then there wouldn’t be any saints either.

I have come to you, Aleksei Vasilevitch, with greetings from Fiodor Mikhailovitch Dostoevskii.

Footnote: 19 “I am alone, alone, I am always alone,” replied the professor bitterly.

Footnote 34:“So I have been ordered...”
“Can they really order you?”
“Oh, yes. I have been ordered to take you away...”
“Where would your good be if there were no evil and what would the world 
look like without shadow? Shadows are thrown by people and things. There’s 
the shadow of my sword, for instance. But shadows are also cast by trees and 
living things.” (Glenny M&M, p. 405)

Footnote: “Oh how I guessed it! Oh, how I guessed it all!”

Footnote 14: “... but the thought of Ha-Notsri and the forgiven hegemon will 
disappear. This is not a matter for your mind.”

“A German hit him at the battle of Idistavizo and his head was injured...” 
Pilate shuddered. 
“So where have you met Mark before?” 
“I’ve never met him.”

“...What trouble Iscariot has caused. He’s a very nice young man...a woman... 
in the evening...”

“I promise that someone will arrive at a gallop soon. Wait a little and you will 
both follow me.”

“Your trouble is,” went on the unstoppable prisoner, “that your mind is too 
closed and you have finally lost your faith in human beings. You must admit 
that no one ought to lavish all their devotion on a dog. Your life is a cramped 
one, hegemon.” Here the speaker allowed himself to smile. (Glenny M&M, 34)

There are no evil people.

The temple of the old beliefs will be destroyed and the new temple of truth will 
be founded.

Immortality...immortality has come...

“At this moment the truth is chiefly that your head is aching and aching so hard 
that you are having cowardly thoughts about death. Not only are you in no 
condition to talk to me, but it even hurts you to look at me. This makes me 
seem to be your torturer, which distresses me... But the pain will stop soon and 
you headache will go.” (Glenny M&M, p. 33)

All power is a form of violence exercised over people... Man will pass into the 
kingdom of truth and justice where no sort of power will be needed. (Glenny 
M&M, p. 39)

There is no death.

We shall see a pure river of the water of life. (Glenny M&M, p. 371)

Mankind will look at the sun through transparent crystal (Glenny M&M, p. 
371)
Among human vices he considered cowardice to be one of the worst.

... glum and enigmatic old man, God, towered above them and winked (Glenny WG, p. 9 - 10)

Sometimes you look at him and you turn cold (Glenny WG, p. 76)

Fear runs through you.

Such joy, such joy... (Glenny WG, p. 76)

"God is one, answered Ieshua. "I believe in Him."

"And you," the engineer appealed to heaven. "Have you heard what I’ve just said in all honesty?! Yes!” The engineer’s long finger pointed at the sky. “Stop him! Stop him!! You’re the more senior!”

"You must agree, I think, that the thread can only be cut by the one who has suspended it.” (Glenny M&J, p. 35)

"So what," says He, "if they don’t believe in me? That’s their business. It doesn’t bother Me.” (Glenny WG, p. 76)

"With Me you’re all equal - all who fell on the field of battle." (Glenny WG, p. 76)

I’m so happy for you, good bandit. Go forth and live!

And the dead were judged out of those things which were written in the books according to their works.

God will punish me for my sin.

KHLUDOV: Archbishop - abandoned by the Western European powers, stabbed in the back by the treacherous Poles, there is nothing left to us in this fearful hour but to call on the mercy of God.

ATHANASIUS: (realising that disaster has come) Lord have mercy!

C in C: Pray, Archbishop!

ATHANASIUS: (in front of the ikon of St. George) Why, almighty God, why? Why dost Thou send new tribulations upon Thy children, upon these warriors dedicated to Thy Son, our Lord Jesus Christ? The power of the Lord is with us, He blesseth the sword that smiteth the hosts of Midian...

The STATION MASTER’s face, distorted with fear, peers from behind the glass partition.

KHLUDOV: Excuse me for interrupting you, your Grace, but why bother God now? It’s quite obvious that he gave us up long ago. (Milne, p. 171 - 172)

"O, how terribly Thou hast punished me” (Glenny WG, p. 139)
A great test.

"Blessed is the Lord God," the barman muttered the beginning of the hymns. "The emperor Alexander III's fur coat," sang out Father Ivan. "Never worn. starting price - 100 roubles!"

"In the realms of reason there can be no proof for the existence of God."

"We don't have any need for this hypothesis"

"He existed, that's all there is to it." (Glenny M&M, p. 25)

How sad, ye gods, how sad the world is at evening, how mysterious the mists over the swamps. You will know it when you have wandered astray in those mists, when you have suffered greatly before dying, when you have walked through the world carrying an unbearable burden. You know it too when you are weary and ready to leave this earth without regret; its mists, its swamps and its rivers; ready to give yourself into the arms of death with a light heart, knowing that death alone can comfort you. (Glenny M&M, p. 426)

Lying in his coffin, Nai himself had taken on a distinctly more cheerful look (Glenny WG, p. 277)

Grim hatred, lively and bright.

Isn't it all the same - alive or dead!

The automatic pistol did not have a safety catch. But omnipotent God saved me from committing the sin.

"Wouldn't it be better to throw a party with that twenty-seven thousand and take poison and depart for the other world to the sound of violins, surrounded by lovely drunken girls and happy friends?... But we're day dreaming..." (Glenny M&M, p. 258)

"We are all guilty of the bloodshed." (Glenny WG, p. 283)

"I believe that Thou wilt hear my prayer. Thou wilt pardon me and cure me. Cure me, Oh Lord, forget about the filth I have written in a moment of insanity, when I was drunk on brandy and drugged with cocaine. Do not let me rot, and I swear I shall become a man again." (Glenny WG, p. 140)

Puffing and snorting, his eyes round with terror, Ivan Nikolaich began swimming in the black, oily-smelling water towards the shimmering zig-zags of the embankment light reflected in the water. (Glenny M&M, p. 66)

KRAPILIN: Yes, if your bands hadn't played, you madman, half those men would be alive now! (suddenly looks around, shudders, stares, drops to his
knees, whines pitifully). Oh, sir, forgive me, sir, I'm nobody, sir, just private Krapilin! I don't know what I've been saying, sir!
KHLUDOV: No! Too late. You began well, but you finished badly - on your knees. Hang him! I can't bear the sight of him.

He has paid his score and the account is closed (Glenny M&M, p. 427)

The demon of the waterless desert.

"he blamed no one for taking his life." (Glenny M&M, p. 346)

Damn them! If God does not punish then he is not a God of justice. Can it be possible that they won't answer for this? They'll answer. They'll suffer just as we have. They will.

"As a penance he was condemned to spend rather more time as a practical joker than he had bargained for. But tonight is one of those moments when accounts are settled." (Glenny M&M, p. 427)

"Beat him! Kill him!"
"Public enemy!"
"You let the snakes loose!"
Distorted faces and ripped clothing jumped through the corridor, and someone fired a shot. Sticks flashed. Persikov stepped back a little, barring the door to his office where Marya Stepanovna was kneeling on the floor in terror; and he spread out his arms, as one crucified... (Proffer)

Footnote 11: The insanity of the last few years has sent us down a dreadful road, and we will have no pause or respite. We have begun to drink from the cup of retribution, and we will drain it to the bottom (Curtis, p. 17)

They forgive you.

"The question concerns the transmigration of souls... In the 16th century you were a French Queen."

"Why don't you take him to yourself, to the light?"
"He has not earned light, he has earned rest," said the Levite sadly. (Glenny M&M, p. 406)

"a man will receive his deserts in accordance with his beliefs." (Glenny M&M, p. 311)

"You will never ascend to the heights. You will not hear Mass"

"You will never ascend higher. You will not see Eshua, you will never leave your refuge."
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